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l.li.iiiry of Conner

ALBUaUERaUE EVENING CITIZEN
VOLUME

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

19

ARMISTICE IS

FMDAY EVENING, SEPT EM HER IB. 1005. TEN PAGES

WAR MUNITION FOR ANOTHER PHILIPPINE

REVOLUTION

BUDAI1 PEST

NOW SIGNED
After Nine Hours of

Shipload of Rifles and Powder in Hiding at Hong
Chance to Sail to Samar.

Ne-

Was Reached.

BRITISH

NEUTRAL ZONE ESTABLISHED

Naval Envoys Will Meet Near

Vladivostok With One

IN KOREA TO BE LATER

Gunshn Pass, Manchuria, Sept. 15
General Fukishinia. representing Field
Marshal Oyama, ami General Ovaniv-sky- ,
representing General Linevitch,
met yesterday on the plain near Shahotsu, and after nine consecutive
hours the negotiations were signed,
the arm!.-- ire to take effect September
16.

It agrees to the abolition of all hostile or Inimical acts, and establishes
between the two armies a neutral
zone four kilometers wide, of which
Shahotsu. on the railroad, is the center. Maps showing the zone are to be
distributed.
Only civilians will be allowed with- In the territory, and communication
between the armies Is to be only by
the Shahotsu road.
Special navy envoys are to met near
Vladivostoi k with a shin for each na
tion, to confer and es'ablish an nrmis-ticand a neutral zone also.
'i'he a':r..itice on the bi rder of Ko.jiiiscd t.y separate
rea is to be
.euvt" n tuo i"al commands ft am! on 'eruie jlrr.Iirr to those
agreed upon in Manchuria.
e

f

SALE OF TEXAS
STATE

LANDS

Austin, Texas, Sept. 15. About
acres of state lands, situated
parts of the state, and
in various
heretofore mostly under lease for cattle grazing purposes, were placed on
the market for actual settlers under
a law passed by the, last session of
the legislature,' today. The cattlemen
have been strongly opposed to the
sale pf these lands and predict that
the1 withdrawal of fhem from pasture
purposes will work great Injury to
the cattle industry of this state.
Under the law which goes into effect today, the state lands are to be
of
sold to actual tteulrrs.ia tract
from one vn eight sectims. The price
is $1 an acre, payable in four annual
installments, with 3 per cent Interest.
Raeh purchaser must live upon the
land three years to acquire a title.
After the sale of these lands the state
will still own about 12.0nu.0ti0 acres,
which is under lease to cattlemen.
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y SCENE IN THE HARBOR

OF HONG KONG,

"gun running" before, and convinced
them that the.e was big money to lie
made. Manila, be stated. Is the only
quiet spot in the islands and the country is as wild as it was before the
American occupancy. ,The natives are
up in arms, sedition is rife, proclamations denouncing the United States
government circulate from hand to
hand, particularly In Samar, and prep-rat ions are on hand for a g.cat Insurrection, he said. The people are
being armed surreptitiously and the
mine is laid and only waits to be

IIERK THE SHIP LOAD OF ARMS AND POWDER IS IN

rebellious sta.te of the interior is as
in Manila as ever it was in Japan. It is dangerous to walk about
the outskirts of Manila, ami all reports of peace following he American occupation are false.
Ten Thousand Ri'::s.
This talk convinced the mm run.
ners of Hongkong that there was a'
ready market for them In the Philippines and they agreed to give their'
help. After a lot of scheming, 10,000
modern rifles and lO.OOO.ouo rounds
of ammunition were gathered together
secretly In a house near the harbor.'
the A large junk was chartered and everythe thing was ready to load her, when the

st.iet

a

fired.

The conspirator
added that
censorship on news relating to
.

plot was revealed to the police.
It Is believed that one of the
s, dissatisfied with the amount

of money that fell to his share, revealed the plans of his confederates.
The filibuster had been warned and
t'hey all left Hongkong.
The tilace where the trims nnd am
munition are was not known to the
person who gave the information to
the nolice. It ta nrohllhle thnt vhr.n
the coast again becomes clear the
gun runners will again attempt to
ferry their war materials across to
Samar. The shipping aifthorttles have
been told by the police to be on the
wuicn.

FOREIGN AFFAIRS WHICH ARE
OF GENERAL INTEREST HERE

missioners Grunsfeld and Springer.
There is a rumor, which seems well
founded, in the city this atlernoon,
that the Messrs. Hubbell and Mr.
Vigil have, witli the advice of tu'ir;
counsel, determined
to bring suit,
against Governor M. A. Otero, iHstnctj
Attorney F. V. Clancy and County
Commissioners A. Grunsfeld and M. It.
in the sum oi 51011,11110 Uam- ages, for political conspiracy to de-- l
fraud tlieni of their ollires and thus!
blacken their names. Injure their reputations and damage any aspirations
lor public service which they may
hereafter entertain.
it is said that the plaintiffs feel
of establishing tlie conspiracy
together with its political complexion,
and of the certainty of securing judg-- l
nient. They profess to have up their,
sleeves a number of things hearing on j
the case, their knowledge of which,
those who will be made defendants in
the suit, and tbat the number may be
hpi-iuter-

REFUGEES

I

ARE AT CINCINNATI

Duties

enlarged, little suspect.
The Citizen, while discountenancing the absurd and sometimes malicious reports that the elected
would, retain
their positions,
eveir if force and arms had to be employed against the appointees,
has
never failed to say that the end of the
contest was not yet. It looms Up
largely among the possibilities that
the supreme court of the L'uiteu
States may yet review the whole matter.
The Citizen has also thought It
and improper to Into die tis
controversy, w hich Is now in the hands
of the court for settlement, as though
it had already been settled, the power
of the governor in the premises established, the legality of his appointments confirmed, the guilt of the elected officials proven, and tnelr punishment appointed by the courts. Yet
such has been the course many papers in the territory
d,
say
the friends of the elected officials,
their dogmatic utterances concerning
a case of the merits of which they
know nothing, having every appearance of being inspired, and having no
other tendency than to injure the good
name of Thomas and Frank Hubbell
and Eslavio VigH.
The arguing of the Injunction and
mandamus suits brought by the elected officials, which had bfcen set for
today, will probably not come up
Monday, owing to the absence of
Judge Abbott, and the filing of tne
damage suit, rcxrt says, will probably not be reached before the middle
or latter part of next week.

d

CONDITION

OF KOMURA IS
NOT AT ALL SERIOUS.
New York, Sep;. 15. The secretary
of state gave out the following statement today legarding Huron Komura s

sickness:
"Dr. Janeway was called In this
morning by Dr. Prltrhard in the caBe
of Huron Komura. As a result of the
Joint conference of Doctors Delafield,
Janeway and Prltchard, It is announced that no final conclusive diagnosis
is yet possible. The baton passed a
quiet night. His condition Indicates
nothing serious or alarum:.

have-Adopte-

IS TRYING

RAMSEY

Cincinnati, Ohio, Sept. 15. Of the
refugees from the yellow fever
TO OUST GEO. GOULD
districts of Louisiana, who arrived
here today, five are held on suspicion
New York, Sept. 15. Joseph Ram-seof having the disease. It Is uuotll- ...... ......
i..O.. ..I r jHM It
.!...
formerly r- siueut of the Wabash
BLUl O Ul W IK i
llldt
tlttll(
through i..e railroad, in a public statement asks
refugees a e scattered
eity and have the fever.
the stockholders for their proxies in
his name for use at the annual elecRegular Traffic Resumed.
Yokohama, Sept. la. The steam- tion of directors to be held in Toledo,
ship America of the Tokyo Risen Kai-sh- October 1". Ir it believed an attempt
Steamship company sailed today Is
ma le to disnute the control
for San Francisco with a full line of of heinrproperty
wbh George J. Gould, j
the
cargo and passengers. This marks the
oliicially
was
li
stated recently that
regular
resunption of the
Gould expected to become the active
company.
steamship
traffic of that
of the Wabash system to sucThe other two steamers of that com- head
pany, Hie Nippon and the Hong Kong, ceed Ramsey.
will go into service In a few weeks.
Bennington Court Martial.
At the beginning of the war the three
San Francisco, Cal., Sept. 15. The
steamers were changed into auxi.iary
1
tit rv fiimnmn- cruisers and have been in commission mirt
In that capicity ever since. Recently der I.ucien Young and Knsigu Chas.
they were returned to the steamship T. Wade on charges grow ing out of j
company and will resume their regu- the fatal explosion of the gunboat Ben- nington at San Diego In July of this
lar freight and passenger service.
year, convened at the Mare Island na-vy yard this morning. Tie members!
GAMBLING DEAD IN
of the court are as follows: Rear AdCHICAGO 'TIS SAID miral Henry Glass, president; Cap's.
Charles P. Perkins. William P. Day,
Roller, retired, and Frank,
John
Gambling
is
Chicago, Sept. 15
here
Holmes, retired; Commanders Louis
asserlead, declare the po.ice. The
('. Hailner, James II. Bull, iMmutid B.
tion seems to be borne out by the scat- Underwood, Wi.liam Winder, Stacey
tering of men who promote and give Potts, Robert M. Doyle, Henry C. Geatheir time to it.
ring and A. W. Dodd. Capt. Finest F.
Chief of Police Collins is receiving West, I'. S. M. C, is the judge advohimanonymous letters threatening
cate
self ami family on account of his actA
gambling.
ivity in suppressing
Standard Oil Dividend Paid.
guard has been stationed at his house.
New York, Sept. 15. Tho Standard
Oil con puny U puylr? a iparterly
INDIANA AUDITOR
nd of $ti per share today to ai.
h'jlde-- s if shares
iicl. wei,, on ree-TIS IN A BAD FIX
divl
0:1 Augu.-- t If.
Tie
a
t'"iid4 declared this yt nr wtte
15.
David share on May 15, and $15 a share on
Indianapolis, lnd., Sept.
of the state, February 15, lmil'ing a to al of $:ie
H. Sherrick,
was taken to the police station on the declared so far this year, against $23
charge of t.mbezz.emeut of the state's !n the corre? pnn ling period li-'12 a kharo in the t o:
p
funds. His bearing was postponed unof P.10U; $;15 a share in l:u)2. ami
til later in the day. Sherrick is In a
col$
bordering
lu
lWiM.
on
a share in
nervous condition
Based on the
lapse. He refused to talk regarding present ark". valuation of the slock,
alleged
invested
he
the income to tlie investor on divid-- j
his case. It is
about $145, 001) of the state's funds in ends declared so far this year is about
j
. o per cent.
private enterprises.
200
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COMMITTEE OF THE DIET
DEMANDS

AGAIN.

PRINCE OF PIEDMONT

COMES

IS

ONE YEAR OLD TODAY.
Sept. 15. Tne. capital
is

Rome,

DR. GLADDEN

11

e
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CLOUDBURSTS

DESTROY SEVERAL

rec-on-
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INDEPENDENCE

SEPARATION

MILITARY PARADES WILL

Vienna, Sept. 15. Conservative circles are looking forward with considerable apprehension to the action of
the Hungarian parliament which convened at Bud,a Pest today. For many
years the sentiment In favor of a separation of Hungary from Austria has
been growing and the separated faction among the nationalists has been
gaining in strength to such an extent
that it seems a crisis Is imminent.
The imperial government, which is
warmly supported by the1 German
speaking provinces of the duel nionar-chy- .
has forseen the impending crisis
ami has tal en tiers to prevent anv at
tempt on the part of the Hungarian
nationalists to bring about separation.
When the Hungarian parliament was
opened In July it was feared that the
separatists would force the Issue by
proosin separation in open parliament. To prevent the execution of
this plan parliament on the day of its
opening, was adjourned until today.
In the meantime the imperial government has tnken precautionary steps
to resist, if necessary with force 'of
arms, any attempt of the Hungarian
separatists to bring about a disruption
of the dual monarchy.
Under the supervision of Archduke
Francis Ferdinand, the heir to the
thir.no, wiio lemescnts the aged emperor in the supreme command of the
army, extensive preparations for a
canipagn have been made and now, it
Is said, the Imperial government is
fully prepared for any emergency.
Notwithstanding that fact considerable apprehension Is felt in regard to
the probable action of the Hungarian
parliament, the session of which was
opened today.
It Is hoped that the conservative elements will be strong enough to prevent violent scenes and seditious utterances in open parliament. The opening session today was rather turbulent, but nothing occurred that would
have called for the interference of the
government.

j

ABOUND

Mexico
City, Mexico, Sept, 15.
President Porflrio Dlai celebrated the
75th anniversary of his birthday today. His birthday Is really on September 30, but for the sake of convenience the president has been In
the habit for many yeas of celebrating his birthday on the loth oi th
month, the day before the great celebration of Independence day. As was
usual, the president received a delega
tion from the army, headed by the
minister of war. In the yellow room ot
the palace this morning. Delegations
rrom other departments followed, and
then came representatives of the vari
ous state.
The meeting between the president
and the delegation from his own state.
Oaxaca, was quite touching. Later in.
the day the president received the
members of the diplomatic corps, all
of w hom tendered to him the congratulations of their monarchs or governments.
At 11 o'clock this evening President
Diaz will go through the tradlional
ceremony of ringing the liberty bell
on the balcony of his palace. An
enormous cr6wd will be assembled In
front of the palace to witness the ceremony. The united bands will play
the national hymn, under the direction
of the composer", Jaimo Ninio. At midnight Mine. Diaz will hold a gala reception at the palace.
Tomorrow, the anniversary of Mexico's independence, will be celebrated
by a military parade and review ot
public festivities. Congress will tie
convened by the president tomorrow
evening, when President Diaz will read
his annual message. Both daya are)
observed as holidays all througn the
country and everywhere
popular
""
feasts
ad other popular
the program lor
amusi
the t
lonal Jollification.

E5TI- -

INSL

I

CONTINUED

New York, Sept. 15. In the life insurance Investigation today, Edmund
D. Randolph, treasurer of the New
York Life company, presented statements of profits realized from the operation of the company's Joint accounts. It showed profits of $893,541
In ten years.

POLITICS MIXED WELL
WITH LIFE INSURANCE
New York, Sept. 15 This afternoon
George W. Perkins produced a check
for $48,1)1111, drawn by the New York
l.lie insurance company December 30,
1M04, payable to J. P. Morgan & Co.
Perkins testified this check was a
contribution to tho national republican committee. Said the same thing
was tione In 18!6 and liMiO. The reason for tne contributions, he said, was
that the company feared its assets
would be cudaugered in case the democrats fchotild be ntccessful.
TAKING

tSCAPEU CONVICT
BACK TO PENlTtNTIAhY

Lieutenant

Robert Lewis, of the
mounted police force,
passed through the city this morning
on his way to the penitentiary at Santa Ke. where he is taking Jacobo Mores, an escaped convict.
Flores Is a dangerous criminal and
was sent up from Dona Ana county
several years ago to serve a sentence
years for murder.
of twenty-onHe
LETTER
PANAMA
was one of a detachment of convicts
on tho Santa Fe end of the
THIS OF HARDSHIPS employed
scenic highway. On July a he and
several others managed to make their
Sau Francisco, Cal., Sept. 15. A escape. All were captured in a few
letter received from Kdward Slayback, j days with the exception of Flores, who
a carpenter in Panama, tells of tho was
arrested only a few days ago by
conditions existing along the canal Sheriff Jose R. Lucero, of Dona Ana
zone, which tends to substantiate the county.
stories that tho mechanics engaged
Tin? fugitive was a resident of I .as
in the construction of tlie canal have Cruces before being sent to tho
much to contend with, ami endure
he
not resist tho
many hardships which w.ere never ex- temptationamito visitcould
his old home, he
pected.
had been Keeping- a close
officers
He says that the place Is disease-stricken- , watch for him, and lit was arrested
and that plague exists in the day he showed up at his former
Panama and no one is allowed to home in
Cruces.
leave or enter the town.
The prisoner set nn d to feel very
Board costs $25 a month and provi- downhearted to think that he had to
sions and other necessities are from return to the penitentiary, as his brief
two to three times higher than in this freedom had been very sweet to him.
country. Slayback says that the work- lngmen are treated veiy badly by the
Mrs. Whitney's Birthday.
canal officials.
Milton, Mass., Sept. 15. Mrs. A. D.
T. Whinicy. auihor of many books
POLITICIANS SHAKEN UP
and short stories, extremely, popular
with girls and young women, is celeIN TROLLEY ACCIDENT brating her Mst birthday today surrounded by her children and grandKansas City, Sept. 15 Seventeen children. Mrs. Whitney is In excellent health and In no way shows her
persons wire Injured, none fata.ly,
in a collision between trolley cars age. She is still wonderfully brilliant
t
nw on h line and energetic, which may be inferred
on the Kansas
near Leavenworth. The injured were from the fact that she is still actively
republicans who had gone from Kan-.-a.- engaged in writing. On her last birthCity to Leavenworth to attend a day she published her latest book
"Biddy's Kplsodes," a charming book,
politit ai meeting.
which has won great popularity since
It appeared.
Since her last birthday,
RACE RIOTS STOPPED
AND ARRESTS MADE Mr-,- . Whi'ney has written a number
of
stories.
Hi lersoti Mound. Mo., Sept. 15.
Sheriff Henry and posse today slop- LIGHTNING
CAUSES
ped race riots here and restored peace
DESTRUCTIVE FIRE
by airesilng a number of persons imSt. Joseph. Mo., Sept. 15 Llghtulug
plicated In the trouble. The war
from the employment of ne- struck the Hax Smith furniture store
groes to replace the whites in some and It was totally destroyed by fire.
Loss $2UU,uo0.
heavier work iu the lumber mi l.
New Mexico

h

(ii'-lln-

.Vist-.on-

TRIES

Buda pent, Hungary, Sept. 15.
Dense masses of workmen marched
to the lower house of the diet today,
for the purpose of making a demonoutrages. The bar association Is me- stration in favor of universal suffrage.
morializing the government for the ab- Strong cordons of police were posted
olition of martial law.
near the building. Herr Julius Justh,
president of the house, received the
deputations, who presented their petiCHOLERA CONTINUES TO
tions setting forth the demands of the
SLAY MANY VICTIMS
Justh begged the people to
Berlin, Sept. 15 An official bulle people. quietly
the decision of parliatin announces eight new cholera await
ment. No disturbances occurred up
cases and three deaths In twenty-fou- r
hours ending at noon today, making a to the time of filing this dispatch.
Diet Is Prorogued.
total of l'.io cases and OS deaths.
On reopening the diet today. Baron
Pejer very formally announced the
RUSSIA WITHDRAWS HER
resignation of the cabinet and the
RETALIATORY DUTIES. propagation of parliament until OctoSt. Petersburg, Sept. 15. An im- ber 10, to enable a coalition of parties
perial uka.se abolishing retaliatory to submit a program to Emperor Franduties on Ameiiean Imports was ga- cis Joseph.
zetted today and was placed In immediate effect at all custom houses by KOSSUTH INDIGNANT AND
telegraphic orders from the minister
HOUSE GREATLY EXCITED
of finance.
e
anBuda Pest, Sept.
nouncement of the prorogation of
NOTED FRENCH EXPLORER
was greeti d bv he members
DIES IN WEST AFRICA. of the left party with shout of "same
Paris. Sept. 15. The minister for old ga t "
the colonies today received a dispatcn
Francis Kossuth, adcr of the unitfrom the governor of French West ed opposition vigorously protested
Africa, announcing the death of Count against the urorogation of parliament
De Itrazza, explorer, at Darkarr. The as unconstitutional. A motion by Kos-strcount was returning from a special
expressing this sentiment was
mission to Central Africa, to investi- adopted, and the house adjourned
gate charges of cruelty against the amid gre.it excltemeiit.
natives, when he was attacked
by
acute dysentery.
FROM

gaily decorated today and eve.ybody
Is celebrating the lirst birthday
of
BY
L'mlierto, l'ritiee of Piedmont, the future heir to the throne of Italy. The
young prince, who was born on SepSeattle, Sept. 15. Dr. Washington ferred W ithout
icll it Is BS fol- tember 15 of last year, after all hope
Glalden formally introduced his reso- low f,;
nearly given up that the
had bet
"Resolved, That the oliicers of this tUetn would become the mother of a
lution protesting against the invitamale heir, is naturally the idol, not
should neiil.ei solrcit nor
tion or the solicitation of 'tainted society
donation.? to its funds from per- only of his royal parents, hut of lae
th;.-: morning's session of sons whose gains are
morey," at
generally believ- entire people.
the American Ba'U ef Commissioners ed to have been made by methods
The most extraordinary precautions
for Foreign
tt the Congrega- morally rt. prchcbsihle and socially in- are taken for the maintenance of the
tional ciiuri h. Tho resolution was re jurious."
young heir's health. The doctor pays
him a dally visit, inspecting the nurseries and giving orders as to ventilation and fresh ai.. The temperature
of his daily bath Is measured by a
DO MUCH DAMAGE
thermometer and is kept on the tepid
side. His rooms are cleaned at stated
intervals with certain disinfectants,
AND
LIVES and
no one except the king and queen
is permitted to kiss his face.
Princess Yolande, the sister of the
Kan as City, Sept. 15. An ui.tis- - or the some family,
young prince, has not yet become
i
torescue.
mi.
..
.1
ilf d to his existence and is baid to
ii'jiu a iii'i', wnrie int'j.. I,utiti
be intensely jealous of the "bambino"
to a cloudburst in proportions, unJ ac the night.
At l.t aveuwort h, u.. several store who monopolizes so much of the at-- t
companied by a high wind in western fl'OIOS
it Mi of everybody.
A'!!'.' tit, lull ill :i 1,1 t)l.
Missouri and eastern Kansas, early
al tlu. ra(.(. ,ra,.k Was tleinolish-today- ,
Farewell to Wm. J. Bryan.
caused
tlamae.' and the i d
loss ot at lea.-- t four lives. An a crate!
...
Chicago. Sept. 15. Wm. Jennings
of four inches of water f. II. Al, the NEBRASKA CETS TOUCH
Hi van. who is about to sail for Fu- j
ktrtums are rising rapidly.
OF A SIMILAR KIND ALSO rope, wil. be tile guest of the Jefferson
At Max.on. Kansas, a woman and,
I'cattlce. Neb.. Sept. 15. A cloud club at a banquet given in his honor
three children, names unknown, were burst caused much damage here
tonight. Governor Johnson and oilier
iu the destruction of a rail- tiny. Three inches of water fe; in a prominent politicians are expected to
road camp A man and another chill, few minutes. Cellars were filled.
attend the banquet.

TO TIIE FORE

HUNGRY

MASSES OF WORKMEN DEMAND UNIVERSAL SUFFRAGE

n

MONEY AGAIN

EMPIRE TOMORROW

"

Tokio, Sept. 15. A committee of
the lower house of the Diet, which
has been investigating the recent dis
turiiances, will nave an interview with LORD ROBERTS CAN T COME
TO AMERICA THIS YEAR.
Premier Katsura tomorrow, when the!
IiOudon, Sept. 15.- - The visit of
committee will demand the abolition!
of martial law and will omanlze a spe-'- , Field Marshal Lord Roberts to Amer- niKlrwiti.'il fi il u'ftl not
cial committee of Iniuii v into nolice: tea h n a Iti'i-be made this year.

be-fo-

TAINTED

CIVIL LAV

DIVIDE

Removed.

Pekin, Sept. 15. Miss Alice Roosevelt and the ladies of the Taft party
to tiie Summer Palace Wednesday and spent the night there. Yesterday thiy were received in formal
audience by the dowager empress.
The empress moved among the visitors, chatting informally, and presenting them handsome gifts,
such as
bracelets and rings. The party spent
today sight-seeinTomorrow they
will go to Tun Tsin to attend the reception given by the viceroy.

oin-cla-

TO

versary.

Austria Objects and War Will Fiestas, Bull Fights, Proces- FoIIow to Keep Dual
sions, Parades and Other
Kingdom
Jollifications.

To be Filed by Removed County Officials Against Miss Roosevelt Guest
of Empress Dowager-Chol- era
Gov. Otero, District Attorney Clancy and ComStill Virulent-Russi- an
Retaliatory

Ex-hn- e

Diet Met and Prorogued Event of President Diaz's
Seventy-Fift- h
Anni- SAfter Cabinet Had

WANT

!

j

.

HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS

PRINTERS STRIKE
FOR EIGHT HOUR DAY.
Dallas, Texas, Sept. 13. Practically
all of the book and job printing hemses
in Dallas have had strikes declared
against tlx m by the union printers
because the proprietors refused to
ign the eigiit-hou- r
day cont act, to
become effective January 1, 19oG.
Three of the largest job printing
houses iti the United States, the Dor-sePrinting company, the M. F,
company and the J. F. Worley
company were included in the walkout. About a score of smaller offices are involved. The union men are
acting on instructions from International Piesideflt Lynch. Strikes are
expected to be declared in Houston,
Waco and other cities.

trans-Pacifi-

'!.

!

IN MEXICO

Resigned.

i

t

SENSATIONAL SUIT FOR ONE

DALLAS

FEVER

rr

TEMPORARILY

Hongkong. Sept. 15.
Somewhere
about Hongkong is hidden a shipload
o rifles and ammunition, assembled
to be smuggled into the island of
Samar for the use of Filipinos in
guerrilla warfare against the United
States.
The detective bureau of the Hongkong police learned of the conspiracy
In time to prevent the shipment, but
has been unable to locate the hiding
place of the arms. The police refuse
to reveal the names of the conspirar
tors all of whom escaped arrest.
The chief conspirator is said to be
a German.
He arrived from Manila
last month with a commission from
the Filipino Insurrectionists at Samar
to secure for them a boat load of war
munitions. He was to secure a commission of $3'i."u for his work, and
he said the Filipinos were prepared
to spend $5uii,0oo.
He sounded a number of people as to the practicability
of purchasing guns and cartridges,
and said that rifles were wo. th their
weight In gold to the Filipinos
and
that they would pay l.tino per cent
price
the
above
market
for ammunition.
was
compelled
The German
to work
very quietly. The Hongkong law requires that every man possessing a
ride niiist have a license for' his rifle,
while a weapon cannot be removed
from a wa;e house without a special
permit from the government'. No arms
or ammunition can be shipped from
Hongkong except by authority of the
government.
Natives Up In Arms.
These drawbacks did not bother the
German, however. He got into touch
with men who had had experience In
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10:0(1 a. in. Band concert, down town.
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2:15 p. m. One mile open bike race.
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2:30 p. m. 2:30 trot.
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Albuquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, pro
Mills at the Globe
Grande
and know!
"Drip, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
prietor, Perea, New Mexico.
store, then atk for those $3.50 walk-- Both Phonfi.
207 W. Gold Avenue
better cook with safe gaa.
ing skirts
PablUhea Dally aas Weekly by

Montezuma Trust Co

STREET

Meat Market

1

cloo-tor-
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Capital and Surplus

$100,000

yr

t
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!
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Thos. F. Keleher

PRATT

FIRST

CO.

NATIONAL

BANK

to-wl-

Staple and Fancy
Groceries
--

1

:

--

ion-oerne-

:

HAY DEN

A.

O

The State

Bank

National

-

Free-for-A-

RANKIN

CO.

tt

Be-Ch-

:

A. E. WALKER,

fire
insurance.

Standard

.

o o o o

o o o o

:
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B. P U TN E

WHOLESALE GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions

Free-for-A-

for Sharpers

FREIGHT WAGONS

FARM

aKO000000

CEMENT SIDEWALKS

ios-eibl-

1

Laughlin Hydraulic Stone Company

: 1

-

-

Ciiy Market

oooooooooo oooooooooo
GIRLS!
GIRLS!

GIRLS!

MIDNIGHT LUNCH

J uum avc,
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ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

POSTUM

.

1

FRIDAY,

SEPT.
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There will be some Big Real Estate Sales made between now and Soring

it

Albuquerque Always Booms m the Winter

II

PRICES ARE PIOW THE LOWEST

N

0

chance for wage earners to make big money. 150 beautiful 50 foot
esiaence Lois - nastern Addition, Highlands. Today, price only $100
$150, $200 per lot. YUU U A i
... .
w
i
A

II

A--

DOUBLE YOUR WAGES BY BUYING
A LOT NOW.

$iu

uovn---

per week

$i

SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY

W. H.

L.tTfc rfff?niffli

r'-rf-

c

The stockholders will be asked to
ratify the lease of the Oakdale Western railroad to the Santa Fe. The
Oakdale Western is a line running
from River Bank to Oukda.e, Califor-

assortment of everything new and nobby In the' furniture line. Our mammoth furA large

man r.va&r

i

--

s

niture emporium Is replete with
everything to make housekeeping pleasant and at prices that
will not hurt your pocketbook.
It will pay you to investigate
our stock before purchasing.
We can furnish your home complete. Special attention given to
mail orders. "Get the Habit."
J. D. EMMONS,
Successor to Futrells Furniture
Company

W. F. Tyler,

former

instantly. Frank was placed under
arrest, but as soon as the facts were
given to the coroner lie had him released, as the killing was done In

e.

Joe Miller, of the Santa Fe machine
in shops, is a patient at the company

...

yard-mast-

atien-tivenes-

of-M- r.

...

j

...

Durango-Farmingto-

...

Pilsner Beer
It what we are doing with vry
one who tecU it dollcious flavor and strengthening qualities.
There Is no warm weather beverage that can compare with
thie refreshing drink en a warm
day.. It is not only pleasant to
taste, but is Invigorating and
wholesome. $3 per case of two
doxen quartet; $2 per case of
two dozen pints.

Southwestern Brewery
Auto. Phone 292.

Auto phone,

Ice Company

&

ASK FOR DIAMOND ICE,

31C.

Bell phone, 115.

Residence

Colo. Phone 93

Auto

A. BORDERS, runmr! Director
Black or White' Hearse, $3.00.

phone. No. 299.
-

ntf Kmbmlmmr

Commercial Club Building.

q

CITY UNDERTAKER.

UNDERWOOD
If

Corr-sponden-

OPERATIONS,

(Lit

WITH OUR

a

I,.

M

,

.

T.

A

-

1

BfF

TYPEWRITERS

i est
machine In the
worm. This is no experiment, but baa been tested and tried, and has
200,000 In use.
If you
are interested In typewri
ters call or address

GEO,

S, RAMSEY

401 W. R. R. Ave.
General Agent for
New Mexico

AVOIDED

ZIEGUR CAFE
QUICKEL

Letters

Serious Operations. Many Women Suffering
from Like Conditions Will Be Interested.

&

BOTHE,

0

Proprietors

0

Bar and Club Rooms

0

FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies. Imported
and Domestic Wines and Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of
lager served. Finest and best llmported and Domestic Cigars.

0

n

The Sfm Elmo

...

;

Making a

Summer Months Call for Constant Vigilance

The stockholders will also be asked
to ratify the purchase by the Santa
Mi-o-n- a
Ke of the Jesper & Eastern and the
Southern California railroads.
The
Jasper & Eastern is a line extending
In the summer months constant vig- mouth, dizziness, heartburn, specks
1roin Klrliyville. Texas, to the Louisilance Is necessary, or dangerous dis before the eyes, furred tongue, sleepiana timber district.
ease germs will be absorbed from food lessness, and debility or weakness, It
shows that the stomach needs the
or drink.
SUGAR ANU COFFEE RATES
help of
Just one little tablet
The
summer complaints out of a 50 cent box of
before
and bowel troubles do not come to each meal for a few days, and you
NEW ONES ADOPTED BETWEEN people with a healthy stomach,
for will regain perfect health
strength
EASTERN AND WESTERN RAIL- Dame Nature kills the disease germs and be proof against theand
germs of
with
the
by
natural Juices secreted
ROADS.
summer diseases.
the healthy, digestive organs.
Ask J. H. O'Rielly & Co. to show
An agreement lias been entered Into
When there are pains or distress you the guarantee under which they
between the representatives of the after eating, headache, belching of sell
It costs nothing unless
eastern and western railroads, after gases, sour food, and bad taste in the it restores health.
a three days' session in New York
city, which will put an end to the rate
war that has been on for three years
HOW IT STICKS.
Interesting to Students.
on sugar and coffee. A new schedule
The schools and colleges will soon
of rates between New York and New
open
for the fall term and there will
Orleans and the Missouri liver and Albuquerque Has Found It Hard to be many
t
young men and
Shake Off.
St. Paul will go into effect on October
women who will be looking for a
7, provided gulf lines and South AtHard to bear, harder to get rid of, good way to earnthelr expenses. The
lantic coast lines agree. This will end
Four-TracNews, the grat illustratIs any Itching skin complaint.
the rate war which has been on all
ed
monthly magazine of travel and
Eczema
or
Itching
Piles.
summer and which might have been
Doan's Ointment relieves and cures education, appeals to Intelligent readsettled long ago had it not been for
ers and students who will find It easy
All itchiness of the skin.
the obstinacy of the Illinois Central,
Albuquerque people endorse this to secure subscriptions for It. The
which was accused of catering to the
terms to persons soliciting subscripsugar trust. The Illinois Central was statement:
Mrs. R. E. Walte, formerly of 202 tions are extremely liberal and offer
forced to seek a compromise by the
threats of the eastein roads to boy- North Second street, says; "There a very generous margin of profit. It
cott it, and the New York meeting came to my notice sometime ago a will pay any one Interested to write
case of eczema or of some disease of to the publisher, George II. TDanlels,
was called at Its request.
The new schedule of ratea agreed the skin, which had resisted all the 7. East 42nd street, New York, for
efforts of the party to stop. Doan's full particulars.
upon for sugar is as follows:
To Missouri river points from New Ointment was procured mt the Alvar-ad- o
Pharmacy and a course of the There afe other WRITING IN SIGHT
Orleans, 34 cents.
TYPEWRITERS,
To Missouri river poluts from New treatment commenced. It gave positive relief after an apltcation or two But the L. C. SMITH BROS, by PAR
York, (all rail), 45 cents.
of It for excels them all. Then It has a TABTo Missouri river points from New and upon a continuation
Bometlme the annoyance ceased. This ULATOR and MIMEOGRAPH attachYork, (lake and rail), 42 cents.
From New Ot leans to St. Paul, 30 Information should be of untold value ment, without extra charge.
to residents of Albuquerque who are
cents.
solicited. N. W. Alger,
From New York to St. Paul, (all in quest of an article upon whlc'o they general agent, 124 South Walter St,
depend
can
any
to
cure
of
Itchiness
.
33
rail),
cents.
,
See the window display of the Rio
From New York to St. Paul, (lake the skin eruption."
For sale by all dealers.. Price BO Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
aijd rail), 30 cents.
Foster-Mllbucents.
Co.,
Buffalo,
store, then ask for those $3.50 walkThe usual differentials will be alNew York, sole agents for the United ing skirts.
lowed on Philadelphia shipments.
States.
The new schedule of rates agreed
Remember the name Doan's and
upon for coffee Is as follows:
Don't wait for an explosion cook
bo with gas the humane way.
From New Orleans to Missouri river. take no other.
35 cents.
From New York to Missouri river,
(all rail), 43 cents.
From New York to Missouri river,
(lake and rail), 38 cent.
From New York to St. Paul, (all
rail), 40 cents.
From New Orleans to St. Paul,
(open navigation), 35 cents.
From New Orleans to St. Paul, Two Grateful
from Women Who Avoided
(closed navigation), 40 cents.

hospital, suffeiing from a badly Injured "hand. Miller caught his hand
in a boring machine while at work,
and the member was lacerated quite
badly. It is not thought that he will
J. r. Stewart, assistant to W. J. lose the use of the hand permaHealy, freight uuditor for the banta nently.
Fe, with headquarters In Topeka, has
resigned his position with that comHoward White has been piomoted Jo
pany and will leave Topeka shortly the position of chief clerk for Masfor San Antonio, Texas.
ter Mechanic Buck at Needles. Mr.
White has been head timekeeper for
It was young Charles McDonald, the mechanical department at Needles
switchman, son of the old man in- - for several years past and wins his
stead of Charles McDonald, day
s
promotion by his ability and
at La Junta, who had his
to his work. This is a very
arm broken one day last week by be- Responsible ositlon for a young man,
ing knocked off a way car.
but one that will only prove a stepa
a
ping stone to one
White's abil
R. S. Mealey has left Needles for ity.
S. Young takes the place made
Los Angeles to take the position of vacantR. by
Mr. Young's promotion.
statistician for the Santa Fe coast
lines. Mr. Mealey lias been chief clerk
The Las Vegas Ontic says: Several
in the master mechanic's office at citizens,
headed by Agent W. J. LuNeedles for several years past.
cas, have been busy today selling tickm
Conductor H. F. Griffitli, a popular ets for the Albuquerque excursion on
manipulator of the bell cord between ' Wednesday of next week. These, tick- this city and El Paso, will leave in a ets cost only $4 for the' round trip.
few days for Kansas City on business. They are good not only for going and
It is also understood that Mrs. Griffith returning the day of issue, but alBO
and her pretty daughter will visit Al- for return the next day if desired.
buquerque next week and attend the The chance is an unusually good one
and a large number of Las Vegans RIO GRANDE ROAD
fair seveal days.
should vamos to Albuquerque to boost
FINISHES NFJV LINE
Joe Summers, a car Inspector at the fair here and enjoy a gala day
Raton, is reported to have slipped and on the side.
fallen from a caboose in the yards in
C. W. LINE COMPLETED TO AZTEC, SAN
The New Mexican says:
that city Wednesday morning, falling
JUAN COUNTY, AND WAS FORM-- .
upon the track and bis right arm be- Cook. Jr., traveling freight and pasALLY OPENED TODAY.
ing run over and mangled. At last senger agent of the Santa Fe railway,
headquarters
with
Albuquerque,
at
along
getting
nicely
accounts he was
The
branch of
and his life was not considered In im- spent today in the city, working In
the interest of the Albuqurque fair. the Rio Grande Southern has been
mediate danger.
His railroad has made a low rate from completed to Aztec, In San Juan counPresident A. Robinson, of the Mex Santa Fe. to the Duke City on "Santa ty, this territory, and the formal openican Central railway, passed uTrough Fe day," which will be next Tuesday, ing the of the road to that point has
the city this morning in his private and Mr. Cook and licai Agent Yocum been set for today. The balance of
car, attached to train No. 2, on his were hard at work today to get mer- the road to Farniington, a distance of
way to New York.
Mr. Ro.inson's chants, business men and people gen- aUmt fifteen miles, will be completed
t f p to New York at this time is said erally interested in visiting Uu Duke by October 1, and regular trains will
be running into that place by October
to be very significant regarding the City nexr Tuesday.
15. This will give the Denver & Rio
proposed merger of the Mexican Cen&
El
The
Paso
a
Southwestern has
Grande a complete road between
tral and Nacional do Mexico railways. force of about sevent
teams nil
and Farmington, fifty miles in
' a largo
B.
Stephen
number
of
Senator
laboiers at work length, before the Harrimans can get
I'nited States
near
raising
Virginia,
grade
Oseura
of
chairman
the
of
Elklns
West
of the' action on their injunction in the First
the senate committee on interstate! main track for 2.m0 feet through a' judicial district court of this ten
commerce, has announced that he has swale. The track will be raised In
issued a call to the members of his! some places as much as three feet and; The
branch has
committee to meet in Washington on; five inches. B. J. Mtislain, Btiperiu-- ' been a bone of contention between the
j
fram-bridges
buildings,
purpose
.15,
tendent
of
and
November
of
has Harriman and Gould forces all sumfor the
ing a bill piovlding for railroad rate! already raised one bridge and has1 mer, and the former threw every obsupervision and regulation by the gov-- ; several more to raise. The policy of stacle in the way of the Goulds that
eminent, which will be Introduced by the new company seems to lie to spare! could possibly be conceived of to prehira at the coming .session of congress. no expense in making a first class vent the building of the road. As a
road bed. The grade is also being last tesort, an injunction was secured
A striking indication of the change changed in several places.
on the ground that the Denver & Rioj
which has been brought about Dy lm- Grande would trespass on Harriman s
proved facilities for modern excursion
interests in New Mexico.
traffic Is the fact that these trains are, SUING SOUTHERN PAB1F1C
Litigation Pending.
pationized by a class of people whoj
The Gould forces secured a stay of
FOR IMMENSE SUM
would have scouted
a few years
the injunction by deposit ing a heavy
the idea of cheap travel, says thaltail-- j
bond,
rushed the work on the
Today the people who: R. C. llatton, of Las Crures, was in road. and
"way Times.
hearing of the respective
avail themselves of excursions ate the city yesterday to meet bis wife, rights The
of the two railroad Intel ests
such as tend to raise the tone of a w ho had been on an caste: n visit, and will come
up
the next term of the
resort rather titan to deteriorate it.. returned to his home last night. Mr. circuit court at
of New Mexico, which
Mutton is at present engaged in a big will be
late this fall of the first of
who law suit against the Southern Pacific
Conductor II. I. Maynard,
next year. By the time that the court
started for San Martial Wednesday,! Railway company, In which he is ask- takes
up the matter thte Denver &
having traded runs with Conductor ing damages- in the sum of ;7j,o.
Coleman, of the Rio Grande division, for which he alleges was a .violation Rio Grande will have regular trains
running daily over the bianch, and
was called back by a telegram an- of a contract which he had
the the injunction will become
null and
nouncing the death of his wife. Mr. road for some graifing on a witn
part of void.
Maynard was making the change to a the line out of Kl Paso. Mr. llatton
It will then be up to the Harrimans
lower altitude in the hope of benefit- feels confident of winning bis suit
to show that their rights have been
ing her health. Mrs. Maynard is sur- against the railroad company. The
vived by two daughters, one man led law firm of Morton & 1'ayton, of El damaged, and If they have, to recover
and residing in Raton and one single, Paso, is conducting his side of the damages in a civil suit. Railroad men
take the whole matter as a big vicliving at home.
case.
tory for the (louMs over the llarrl-iiKin.There was a thrilliug time at Nel SANTA FE STOCKHOLDERS
The branch is of great benefit
son, Ariz., a small town 120 miles
WILL
MEET NEXT MONTH to the Gould system, in that it gives
the connecting link to
east of Needles, on the Santa Fe, on
of the
Thursday morning. 11. Frank, Santa
The annual meeting nf the stockholrailroads of the k
the DenKe section fo:eiuun, had a little trou- ders of the Atchison, Topeka A: Santa ver A; Rio Giaude uiid the Texas &
ble with a Mexican laborer on Wed- Fe railroad will be held at Topeka Pacific.
nesday evening. He discharged the October -- 'i. Three directors wib be
Mexican.
The next morning the man tdectcd for terms of four years. The
Vv ANTED.
came back and attempted to use a directors
whose terms expire this
Large grain sacks, oood Drlce
knife on Frank. The latter drew a year are B. A. Cheney. George G. Ha- Wagon will call foe them. E. W. Fee
'
620 South Second street
Sun and shot the Mexican, killing him ven and Henry I. Rogers.
Topeka recently on his way to Col-- (
orado where he will accept a position
with the Colorado & Wyoming Railway company.

)

"x

self-relian-

agent of the

Santa Fe at Frontenac, Kan., was

Sellers, Mgr.

LOOK OUT FOR GERMS NOW

d

Failroad Topics

a long time chief
clerk to Master Mechanic Denair at
?Ierk to Master Mechanic Denan, at
Newton, Kan., has been promoted to
the position of traveling accountant.
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Winss.Brandlss.Etc.
SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

20 West Railroad Arenac
.1. C.
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JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
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When a physician tells a woman, suf Hearing how Lydia E. Pinkliam'i Vegetable
fering from ovarian or womb trouble, Compound had saved other women from
o)ierationa I decided to try it, ami in
that an operation is necessary it, of Roriom
hua than four monthg I was entirely cured;
course, frightens her.
and
words
fail to expresa my thankfulness."
The very thought of the operating
table and the knife strikes terror to Miss Margret Merkley of 275 3d
her heart. As one woman expressed Street, Milwaukee, Wis., writes:
it, when told by her physician that she Dear Mrs. I'inkharn:
must undergo an 0eration. she felt " Lo of atreiipth, extreme nervousnnp,
severe snooting pains through the elvio
that her death knell had sounded.
ortrana, crumpa, bearing down pains, and
Our hospitals are full of women extreme
irritation compiled me to seek
who are there for ovarian or womb medical advioa.
The doHor, after making

operations!
It is quite true that these troubles
may reach a stage where an operation
is the only resource, but such cases are
much rarer than is generally supposed,
because a great many women have
been cured by Lydia E. I'inkham's
Vegetable Compouud after the doctors
had said an operation must be performed. In fact, up t'Ahe point where
the knife must be used to secure instant
relief, this niedicTue is certain to help.
The strongest and most grateful
statements possible to make come from
women who, by taking Lydia K. I'ink-haniVegetable ('"inpouud, Lave
escaped serious operations.
Margrite Ryan, Treasurer of St. Andrew's Society, lintel Kiiglish, Indiun-spoliInd. .writes of her cure as follows:

an examination, said that 1 had ovarian trouble and ulceration, and advised an operation
as my only hojie. To thia I strongly objected
and I decided as a last resort to try Lydia
E. i'inkham's Vegutable Compound.
" To ray surpriso the ulceration
al
the bail symptoms disappeared, and I am one
more strong, vigorous and well; and I cannot express my thanks for what it has dous
for ma. "

hali,

Ovarian and womb troubles are
steadily on the increase among women
and before submitting to an operation every woman should try Lydia K.
i'inkham's Vegetable Compouud, and
write sirs, iiuktiam at Lynn, Mass.
for advice.
For thirty years I.ydia E. I'inkliatn's
Vegetable Compuumi bus been curing
the worxt forms of female coiiipiuinta,
all ovarian troubles, inllammatiou, ulceration, falling and displacement of
Mrs. riiikhara:
Der
the womb, leucorrha-n- , irregularities,
" I cannot tind words to erpresg mi tlmnki indigestion
and nervous prostration.
for the kk1 I.ydia K. l'lniliaiu'i VWutalilu Any
woman who could read the many
Compound did inc. TI.e doctor wild I could
gratefuj
on file in Mrs. I'inkletters
cot fet wttll utiles I hud an Oierittion for
ovarian and female troul.le. I knew I could ham's otlico would be convinced of the
not stand the strain of au oration anil mala eftieieney of her advice and Lydia E.
up ray mind I would i an invalid for life. 1'iukhams Vegetable Compound.
Ask Mrs. Plnkham's Advlce-- A
Woman Best I'uderstande a Woman's lilt.

BxVLDRIDGE

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT
Covers more, looks best, wears
longest, most economical, full
measure,

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

S

Always '
PAPER
stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement,
Paint Glass, Sash Doors, etc.

UUILDINO

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

A

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

HOLLENBECK

C. BILJCKC

CENTRAL

'

M.

HOTEL
JNO.
MITCHELL
S.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS
LOCATION.
Splendid Restaurant
Reasonable Prices
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
New Mexicans and Arlzonl ans spending the summer
eft the
beaches are welcome to the use .of our Ladies' parlors and Gentle-

men's waiting rooms. Meet your friends there. Informetlon end
writing materials free. Ladles. and children welcome.
All Depot cars stop at ths H ollenbeck. Electrlo
excursion
and
beach cars pes. the door,
HEADQUARTERS FOR NEW MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS

's

s,

Albuq u e r q u e

Fo u n d r y an

dM a chine

R. P. MALL, Proprietor
Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings,
Pulleys, (Jrado liars, llabbit .Metal; Columns and Iron Front for
lliiildings.
Rpmlr on Minim mnd mill Mtehlnory a felalty
Foundry eaat side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Iron and Ura.fs Castings;

0

Work s
" 0
0

0
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Underwear

Margaret J. PrcstonJ
Mclntosh-Brown-

TAINTIil) MONIiY AtiAIN
nifihfH telegram Btaied lhat Hr. Washington
Gladden, of Columbus. Ohio, who originally raised the
question of propriety In the church's acceptance of Rockefeller's $1(10,000 Rift to the cause of missions because the
money of the oil king Is tainted with evil doing, will brinn
up the aamo uueidlon at the meet ins of the foreign board
now In session In Seattle.
This eminent divine recently set forth his views with
great force ami convincing effect. He said:
"If the worst man In the world drops money Into the
contribution plate when it passes him in the church we
It Is the spirit
cannot and will not refuse it.
which prompts the offering which we hold we have a
right to question. If a man who, it is generally supposed,
has made his money by methods known to ho worng, Is
elicited by a religious denomination, I am opposed to It.
Another evil feature Is the ostentation and publicity attendant upon such donations. If a man who has
massed millions by means of what are general. y believed to be dishonest practices, gives up those millions
to education or religion, It is given the widest publicity.
The beneficiary, then, Is placed In the attitude of recog-nUinA

15, 1905.

SEPT.

STARR JOINS

"RIPP"

81

FRIDAY,

laat

the unsavory Individual and shutting Its eyes to
what he has done and Is doing. A church cannot afford
to be In league, directly or Indirectly, with such men."
The crux of the whole question In Dr. Oladden's view-Ithis: Churches and colleges do( wrong when they
"tainted money" and then exploit the gift. And' he
Is right. If the rich man's conscience lends him to give
io church rr charity let his gift be received as the poor
man's gift Is received. "Take heed that ye do not your
altos before, men," is the Christian doctrine. "Do not
sound a trumpet before you as the hypocrites (and
do In the synogogues and In the streets."
The spectacle of the church on Its knees hogging;
alms from the rich man who has robhel his fellow men
is humiliating. And the world has seen that spectacle.
Giving In the Christian sense and definition is matter of
individual conviction. And It is not merely a show of extremely bad taste to make a fuss over the gifts of tile
rich. It Is opposed to the sp'rlt of the Gospel.
The danger of the church today Is that it may Income' so commercialized as to act as a stultlfler touhe
comon conscience. Its greedy acceptance of tainted money
scys to all that In large or smull affairs It is permissible
for llicm to do n the Rift giver has ! m. In (Hod's name,
let not the church oe the meanj of iiHitl'p'ylng such men
a Jicckefeller or such methods as his. U;:e cucii In all
tee ages 'Is amply sufficient.
s

so-lic-

Pitcher

.lust when we think we've fixed the golden meau
The diamond point on which to balance fair
Life and life's loft ylssues Weighing tfiere
With fractional precision, close and keen,
Thought, motive, word and deed
here comes between
Silme wayward circumstances, some jostling care,
Some temper's fret, some mood's unwise despair.
To mar the equilibrium, unforseen.
Happy he
And spoil our nice adjustment!
Whose soul's calm equipo.se can know no Jar,
Because the unwavering hand t bat lio (Is the scales
Is the fame hand that weighed each steadfast star
Is the same hand that on the sacred tree
More for his sake the anguish of the nails!

FAIR

SAFE FROM TOOTH OF TIME

Frcm Canadian Manufacturer
The Hungarian chemist, Itrnnn, described, in a paper
which vouches for the facts as being well known In the
highest scientific circles, his alleged discovery of a liquid
compound which renders certain kinds of matter proof
against the effects of time. He asserts that it doubles
the density of nearly every kind of stone and renders it
waterproof. It Imparts to all metals qualities which defy
oxygen and rust. It is also a germicide of hitherto
powers.
The professor says that while traveling In Greece
gome twenty-fivyears ago he noticed that the mortar in
stones of ruins which were known to be over 2,(MKl years
old was as hard, fresh and tenacious as if it had been
made only a year. He secured a piece of the mortar.
and has been working on it ever since until now, when,
he says, he has discovered the secret. The compound is
a vellow liquid, which the professor has christened- - zo- e

r'ene.
An Interviewer describes the following
piece of ordinary and easily breakable slag after im
mersion in zorene defied the full blow of the hammer.
riiere was the same effect on ordinary bricks and a block
of reil Jarrah wood. All three were then immersed in
water for a long time. When taken out and weighed
with delicate scales the presence of a single particle of

p

anti-join-

The I Miter Post claims to have been the only afternoon papr in the west to publish a full account of the
fight Ht San Francisco. The Post is mistaken. The Albuquerque Kvenlng Citizen gave its readers
that evening an accurate and detailed account of the
fight by rounds.
Urltt-Nelso-

An exchange says that Japan's envoys to the peace
conference were not strong In attending church services,
tut they gave llu.noo in charity in New Hampshire. The'
Kussian envoy did not give anything to charity, but they
attended church.

t
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TOURNAMENT

DOPE

THE

Fred Starr, the Mcintosh Browns'
strike-ou- t
pitcher, whose dubbed
"Hipp," strikes terror to the
hearts of a majority of the
of the southwest, will try out
with the Chicago Nationals for the lMob
season. The offer came last night In
the shape of a t.clif;iam from Manager Frank Selee. and it will be accepted. Starr will probably Join the
Cub In the early spring In California
lor practice. Stair's many admirer
believe that he will have no trouble
In making good.
from
Fred Stan came originally
Colorado, and first made his appearance In the base ball arena of the
southwest two years ago, with the Albuquerque Browns, and Immediately
established a reputation as a strikeout pitcher. From a dozen to fifteen
strike-out- s
to a game has been his
average, and on one or two occasions
the score caul has contained as many
as nineteen "S. O's" In a nine Inning
game. His amateur career has been
brilliant.
Although direct Information is lacking, It is almost certain that his ability was recommended to Manager Selee by Second Baseman Fred Kaymer,
of the Boston Nationals, who is also
a New Mexico product.
a
In making
future on the
approaching base ball tournament, the
expeit would have much trouble in
finding a team upon which to place
odds. During the past few weeKS uie
Las Vegas Mines seem to have a little the advantage In material and
organization, but now as the time
draws near, on close observation of
the five teams entered, this advantage
disappears. It Is even money on any
of the contestants. The Clilton team
is as good as any in the southwest,
and tho the 101 Paso Browns are so
onculted as to their own ability that
ney believe tliey are the champions
of New Mexico and Arizona. The
Blues have advertised themselves as
the champions of the southwest, and
the Albuquerque Browns are almost
as conceited as the Blues. But up' at
1,1 II
I'iinidad there is a bunch of
players called the "Big Six," that are
an unknown qu.intity. '1 he prospect
oi a toiirna Hi ll! anions cnanipiona is
It will he
quite llattenng.
Roman
igainst Roman, and the result , will
be piciuresqm
The careful fan will
U't on the "horse shoe."
r,

c

Trinidad paper has cause of complaint. It thus be.
moans itself: "Trinidad people who die generally leave
relations. Kspeclally is this true if the deceased have
money. The deduction is reached from the fact that the
county treasurer has only a trifling amount in the fund
devoted to moneys left by deceased persons who have no
one to leave it to and who die intestate. I'nder the laws
of the state of Colorado, and everywhere else, money left
under such conditions goes into the county treasurer's office and there it leniains "forever and everV until some
one comes along and establishes a right for it. Many
counties In the state have largo amounts on hand accum
SELECTIONS MADE FROM
ulated in such a manner. The treasury of Las Animas is
a trifle shy in this respect. The sum total of unclaimed
PRESS OF SOUTHWEST
estates In Mr. Taylor's hands amounts to about $24. One
George Alarid left something like $22 while Peter Trost
a:
had 2 to the credit of his estate when he departed this
earthly sphere. The money has been In the county treasDoubtless 'Twas Done.
ury for some time, and as there is little possibility that
The bridge gang Is taking meals in town how, as they
there will ever be anyone to claim It, the fund will prob are quite close. The track layers are laying over one and
ably always be right where It is."
a half miles of track a day and are working on hurry-uorders endeavoring to reach this place by fair time. As
The El Paso Times says very truly that the people we go to press the track is laid to the line dividing the
want a means of quick relief from unjust railroad dis farms of Mr. Sanderson and Mr. Sever, six miles east of
crimination., This can be secured only by leaving the set Parmlngton. The work of laying steel has been suspendllement of questions at Issue with the Interstate com ed on account of a shortage of rails, but the train has
merce commission. Throwing the questions into the gone to Durango for a sufficient supply to lay track to
courts would leave the small rivals of favored monopolies town and the work will recommence early Sunday mornwithout a leg to stand on, because they could not survive ing with no more delays. It Is the opinion of the workthe fighting which the monopolies would do in tho courts. men that the train will reach the. fair grounds on the
Quick action is wanted, In the interest of the people morning of the thirteenth. The passenger coaches are in
Then, too, the people do not ask that the Interstate com Durango and a big excursion will be run to the Queen
merce commission shall establish rates, as many railway City of the San Juan on the days of the fair. What a sad
managers and their satellites would fain have it appear; blow for the knocker! Parmlngton Hustler.
but only to take knowledge of discriminations and excessive charges when the same shall be brought to their atFine Squash Showing
tention, and to have the legal power In such cases to enManager Frank Owen, on one acre of ground on the
force their findings.
farm of the Santa Fe Water & Light company a mile and
a half from this city, raised this year without much culti
Pay Director Cowles of the navy has drawn a bill to vation or attention between five and six tons of the finbe presented to the approaching congress, substantia!!
est Hubbard squash. This sells in the local market at
increasing the pay of commissioned officers of the armv three cents per pound. There was but little irrigation
and nay. The ground upon which this increase of pay used, as the rain fall this season was nearly sufficient to
U proposed, Is that the expenses of livintj have increased bring crops to maturity in the valley. Had he used the
20 to 30 per cent since the present schedule of pay wa: Campbell method of deep soil cultivation, the crop of
drawn up. This is undeniably true, but it does not follow Hubbard squash would have been seven tons. This incithat the wages now paid are Insufficient to meet the In- dent certainly shows what can be done in the Santa Fe
creased cost of living. An exchange pertinently says In valley with irrigation and also demonstrates that much
this connection that the discrepancy between the scale can be accomplished In raising fruits and vegetables withfor commissioned officers and
officers out irrigation. New Mexican.
and men is very great. The men behind the guns might
easily be given more money, while it would appear that
Delay Generally Dangerous.
their superiors in rank are drawing quite enough in
The United States reclamation service has adopted
parlson.
a new ruling to the effect that the engineers engaged in
the task of working up the various irrigation projects
Congressman Champ Clark, of Missouri,' is credited shall not go out of their way to induce the land holders
with saying that the southern democrats should present to comply with the provisions. The reason for this is
to the next national democratic convention for the presi- that there are plenty of places where the people do want
dential nomination a southern man. Mr. Clark goes fur- the government projects, bad enough to comply voluntarther and says that tho southern states should come to the ily. In the Uio Grande valley the Elephant Butte project
front and assume the management of the democratic par- Is still hanging fire on account of the land owners not
ty. This means, of course, the retirement of W. J. Bryan singing up their land. There are a great many of the
from the position of undisputed leader. But will Mr. property owners over there that like the good old way the
Hryan retire or will his followers permit him to do so? best, evidently, .and prefer two to three lean years in five.
And if the south, aided by the democrats of tho north,
Otero County Advertiser.
cannot elect their presidential candidate, how can thf
south hope to do so, when going it alone? Ah! there's
Matter Official.
the rub.
There might be said to be three classes Interested in
the statehood movement single statehood, joint state
The Ross Indian school, near this city, by the use of hood and
statehood men and they are pulling
electric power, is able to pump Coo gallons per minute at in opposite directions. It Is evident that with this sort
a cost of about one cent per thousand gallons. When the of a division the antls will again achieve a victory, as
river runs dry, acequia irrigation must cease, unless an they have in tho past quarter of a century. But there are
expensive sybteni of reservoirs for storage of storm wat- other matters coining up this winter that will detract a
ers shall have previously been contributed. Hut this ex- great deal of interest from the statehood question. That
pense is avoided by pump irrigation. The well can be is i tie tight for federal positions, as a
number of the
placed at the highest point on the farm, the electric pow- terms 0f the most important officials will expire during
er can be carried to the very spot, and the land can easily the early days of congress. Taking It all around things
and cheaply be irrigated at any lime.
bid fair to be lively in political and official circles of NewMexico during the coming winter. Springer Stockman
As an illustration of the strenuous life In the journalism of the far west, the following is going the rounds
Striking Key Note.
of the press, as a gem from the Ballard, Wash., News:
A lew improvements lhat might be suggest,! to our
whelp of the 'Seattle Poll Parrott' ami city rathers. not matters of vital Importance, but
"The
stil
the odiferous fossil of the 'Kvenlng Fakir' have at last worthy of refaction as being In the direction of beautifv
got together on one proposition, and that Is the annexaing anil improving the town to the eye and of course pro
tion of Ballard."
piutionately attracting capital and population to us
would be to plant and protect a few trees in the vacant
I.os Angeles the other day voted l,riiMi,yiio In munic- spaces on our main streets, to lay out a
drive and plant
ipal bonds for the acquisition of a new city water supply. ornamental trees and shrubbery
the lake in our
Kvidtntly the Angel City had not received the assurance, suburbs and Insist that our streetaround
sprinkling system be
no confidently and frequently handed out by a prominent kept up to the highest point of
efficiency
Clayton Enter
paper of the territory, that municipal ownership of want prise.
Bupplies is a dangerous and monumental failure.
A

Accepts- Flat-

tering Offer.

MANNER OF MAKING MATTER

added moisture could not. be detected.
Two pieces of steel submitted to an ammonia test
equal to five years' exposuro to the air emerged from the
bath as they entered It. An ordinary tube knife which
had lain open for five months did not show the slightest
stain.
Professor Urunn asserts that he will be able to make
roads dust, germ and waterproof, thus giving a commercial value to hundreds of miliums of tons of slag which
!s now useless in the mining and smelting districts.
His
discovery will at the very h ;M double the life of metals
exposed to the air. such as in bridges, railroads, vessels
and tanks. Canndian Manufacturer.

Strike-Ou- t

s'

The I as Veas Blues will play at
Santa Fe on Siturday and Sunday,
and GallcRus and Pettus will go to
Sanla. Fe tonight to help the Ancients
will come on from
out. Tho Blues
Santa Fe to Albuquerque for the tournament, arriving Sunday night. The
Trinidad team is also expected to arrive on tiuiiiluy night, while the teams
from th eolith are expected on Mon'
day morning. .
btring-powd4-
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neean i get
tre sale
cheated in them, Schilling's
Best are not only pure and
true, but generous.
;

you

la ?ne after x
Turkish Nonga,
dish of ice cream eaten at Mrs. i'u
lerton's confectionery store and ic
cream parlor.
A social and musical will he eiven
hv the Woman's Guild of St. John's
Episcopal church in the Guild hall on
Thursday evening, Septemher 14. at
8 o'clock.
Ice cream and cake wid .o
served. All cordially invited. Admis-

sion
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We have many excellent lines, Fleeced Lined,
Merino Camel's Hair, Pure Soft Wool, Lambs
Wool,
Natural
Wool, etc. , etc. Underwear at 50c, $ 1 .00, $2.00 up to $4.00 garment.
See the great line of Popular priced Underwear we are selling. It's
the best value in the land for the money. Ask to see what interests
you, and you'll soon discover that this is the Store for Men's Underwear and Men's Furnishings of all sorts.
Agent for Dr. Jaegers Sanitary Woolen Underwear Co.

"F

M. MANDELL
FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS
0
OUR

EVERYBODY

DECORATE

UUNTINU,
tUL- CAKNIVAL
ORS, 3 CENTS PER YARD, BY
THE BOLT ONLY. SEE GRUNS- FELD BROS.

HHKHtlKtiilt

M. Gussaroff, the wholesale and re- tall clear manufacturer at 115 West
Railroad avenue, will open a branch
store at 107 South Second streef, and
w ill
have one- of the largest stocks
of high grade cigars, smoking and
chewing tobacco in New Mexico.
See the window display of tho Rio
Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
store, then ask for those $3.50 walking skirts.
-

WOOD

We
Offer to supply you with anything

In

our line, at pricea that are fair and
square, and we are now making

Special Prices
On the Following
$12 Refrigerators
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stovea
$8 China Tea Sets
40c China Salad Bowls

0

YOU ARE OUT
IN THIS COUNTRY KOIl YOUR HEALTH FERHAPS, AND DON'T
NEi:i) MI CH MKDK'INE, BUT WHAT YOU DO USB SHOULD BE
THE 1SFST OP ITS KIND.
"BEST" IS OUR HOBBY, BEST ASSORTMENT, BEST GOODS.

BEST SERVICE, BEST BRICKS.

$9
$6.75

B. H. BRIGGS & CO.

$6

25c
20

Decorated Haviland China, at
per cent discount.
25c
75c Glass Berry Set
20c
35c Glass Water Pitchers
$1.25
$1.75 Decorated Lampa
.3.25
$4.50 Decorated Lampa
$1 Steam Cereal Cookera ........65c
40c
50c Steam Egg Poachers
$10.50
$12.50 Buggy Harness

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company
FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD

PROPRIETORS ALVARADO

PHARMACY
BOTH TELEPHONES

FIRST ST. AND GOLD AVE.

urn g.ip

piiwmi
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Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish
We give on our laundry work? Try it and see how durable it la.
Notice how long it keeps it finish. We turn out linen, white as snow
and free from all specks or wrinkles.

imperial Laundry
Co.
"
UKD

WAGON'S

AVE.

0O0000O0CCa)

o. w.
STRONG'S SONS

ooooocoocc 0

Fox No. 3 brand new $109 unre

A

deemed typewriter for sale cheap by
fTRONG BLOCK

ROSEN FIELD, the Pawnbroker

UNDERTAKERS

"THE
The Largest

SUPERINT
FAIRYIEW

AND

Pawn-Brokin-

MAN

YOU

Establishment

g

SANTA

BAR-

-

118 RAILROAD

AVENUE

ooocoooooo ooooooooo

'Phones.
North Second Street.

Nf?"

0

00K00C000000
THE DUKE CITY
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a
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A
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Complete Stock

Ave.,
e

1

Teat. CotTeet, Extracts

Spices and Raking Powders.
BUTTMR and BOOM
We handle our own brands
of Butter and can guarantee the freshness and 'good
quality. All our highest
grade of goods bear our own
label and are guaranteed by
us.
Colo. Rhone Black TO

Pleasure Is yours when you have one
of our high grade
VEHICLES AND HARNESS.
PRICES LOWER THAN EVER,

J.

J

K ORDER & CO

TRIMMING
PAIRING

AND

RE-

Harness, Spring Wagons Built to
Order.

XXXXXXXXXXX3OOOCOC)0000000

Rich Mine in Mogollons.
Cheapest disinfectant is Halm's
FREIGHTS
Miners who are working in the Last Chance and w h
lltne. Safe and effective.
have worked in Cripple Creek say that the ore in the
us once, you'll
You have
NOTICE.
Last Chance today, while not running as rich In spots
again.
Pricea right;
call
Pinning
The Albuquerque
niitl
as some of tho Cripple Creek ore, is holding up in valui changed
there ain't no gougin'.
on Septemher 1. W
hands
better than any mine in Cripple Creek, not excepting even H. Hull and A. J. Love, both well
the famous Portland, which has produced mllllous In its known citizens of Albuquerque, repBy the Albuquerque Transfer Men
day. The Last Chance is a wonder, but there are other resent tin? new firm.
properties in the district which, with proper development
FRESH DRESSED POULTRY-CHICKE- NS,
can be made to pay lust as b dividends as the Las
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE.
SPRINGS, DUCKS AND
Chance Is paying. These properties will be develope,
401 West
Railroad avenue. Bell
some day ami then tke world will know what the Mogol TURKEYS. JAFFA GROCERY CO.
phone black 265 2. All home cooking
THE
ion district ready is.
Fresh goods every flay.
"Good Things to Eat."

H5kf
Ml

CARRIAGE

ooooooooooooo

The Railroad Avenuo Clothier.
8. T. VANN, O. D.
Eyesight Specialist.
Tho Ladies of the Marcauees will
New .Mexico Board of
tive a dance at tffe Elks' ball roonr President of Optometry.
Friilav evening, September 22. TickFirst established optician In New
ets, fl. The Woodmens' orchestra
Mexico. Glasses fitted for poor sight,
will furnish the music.
headache and nervous strain.
GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE PLANOllice Room 9, Whiting block. Appointments
made at Vann'a drug
ING MILL
When ymi want, any mill work done. store.
We don't keep you waiting. We get XXXXXXXXXXXDOOOrXXXXXXXX?
out your work promptly. Our motto:
' No work, no pay
we all work."
papa boueht a
"Mother was
Movin'
Shippin'
Dranin'
ranse.

AT

JL

and Coffee Co.

.lis West Silver

A

Large New Stock Just In. Everybody
Welcome to look through our large
tnree floor repository.

l

Both

jea

the Southwest.
NEXT TO ST. ELMO

MONUMENTS.

1

in

NDENT8

BARA CEMETERIES

201-21-

TRUST"

CAN

HORSESHOEING

Ladies' Riding Outfits.

-

YARD

Factory wood, $3.00 full load; Oreea
Mill wood, $2.00 full load.
Eureka White Lima.
.
HAHN'8 COAL YARD.
Auto Phone, 416.
Colo. Phone, 44

CARRIAGE

Comp ete
lines of ladles' riding
gloves, logglns and hats, now on sale
SIMON STERN,
here.

o-

COAL

la chock full of coal that will gladdaa
your heart and warm your boos
when it cold. Fill your bins fox
next winter now and avoid the rtiiV
" LOOK
American Block coal, the beat Gallua
mined. Cerrllloa Lump, the standard
heating coal. All aires of hard ooai

cents.

MILLINERY OPENING.
Parker & Fleming, the well known
milliners extend a cordial invitation
to tho !ai;es of Alhuitutrque to attend
their fall opening btiturday, Septemher 1G from 2:00 until 9:00 p. m.
Miss Fleming hag taken greatest
care in selecting these patterns and
helieves them to be the most beautiful and exquisite
ever
creations
brought to the city.
PARKER & FLEMING.
210 South Second street.

last thing in the World a Man Should think of buying is
Underwear. We sell no Underwear that we can not

Cor.

First Street ana Tijeras

Road

PAINTING

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.

HIS MOTHER'S BREAD,
He says,

was always
SO LIGHT AND

WELL BAKED.
Well,

there Is a knack
In making ii,

0AK

But don't forget
the kind ot
Stove or Range
iK used makes a
u
difference.
v His mot her used
a Charter Oak.

FURNITURE AND CROCKERY

BORRADA1LE & CO., n?

Ave- -

FRIDAY, SEPT.

AL13UQUEKQUE

15, 1905.

BRILLIANCY AND

TRAGIC DEATH OF

EXEMPLARY

BEAUTY SUPREME

FIREMAN TIBERGHEIM

TOR-RANC-

EVENING CITIZEN.

FAIR EXHIBITS

The uncertainty of railroading wa9
exemplified last night In the tragic
and untimely death of Fireman John
Tlbergheim, who was dashed to the
ground from engine No. 125 while
he and Engineer Jack Lowe were
iirlng train No. 7 to Albuquerque from
I,as Vegas.
occurred one mile
The accident
east of Itinera, but Engineer lxiwe
did not miss bis fireman until the station of Hibera had been passed. The
train was backed to where the engineer had last seen Tlbergheim and
the corpse was found lying near the
track with a large hole in the skull.
A marred place on the ground showed
that the body had fallen from the
train with great force.
In speaking of the death of Tlbergheim, Engineer Ixwe said that tie
last saw his fireman alive when the
latter complied with a request of his
to see how much water the tank contained. He was thinking of taking on
water at Ribeia. It was Mr. Lowes
Impression that Fireman Tiberghelm
had mounted tlie tender and was
thrown to the ground by a sudden
lurch of the engine, as they were making aliout forty miles an hour, and the
place where the accident occurred is
on a curve.
Very little la known of Fireman
!m here, as he is a new man in
the service and lived at Las Vegas,
but It is reported that he has a lam
ily consisting of a wife and two small
children, and that he carried no insurance.
Train No. 7 was delayed several
hours y the accident and. did not
arrive in Albuquerque until 2 o'clock
this mornisg. Conductor Jerry Quinn
was in ehaj-geSPECIAL

MUSIC SERVICE
AT ST. JOHN'S CHURCH

ARE WAXING FINE THE FARMERS

SHOW

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

ENTERPRISE

Coney Island never looked gayer j Estancia, N. M., Sept. 14. The secthan does Albuquerque this evening, ond day of the Torrance county fair
with its decorations of red, white and went off with a large number of peoThe exhibition
blue, and green, cardinal and cream ple in attendance.
bunting splashed belter skelter over hall, Milton Dow's new house, attractbusiness block and residence and ed considerable attention, and the
strung across the principal thorough- sports were exciting and interesting
fares overhead on wires, and the mag- to say the least. Torrance county
ic aisle never looked brighter than first fall festival is proving a great
on Sunday night, success.
will Albuquerque
The fair grounds are a grand stand,
when it shines under the many thousands of lights which have been strung a refreshment stand and a dancing
pei mel throughout
the main thor- pavilion, with a base ball diamond
half mile track
oughfares. The real txient to which and a stralght-awamile west of the Santa
these decorations have been Indulged one-haFe
Central depot. The spot chosen is
in is almost beyond conception. Many
bolts of cloth have been used In the Ideal. In the rear and to the, west,
Manzanos, with
effort, and every light producing dy- are the timber-clanamo of the extensive plant of the Al- summits resembling a basket of apples,
and to the front are stretches of
buquerque Electric Light company
will be taxed to the supreme to sup- sixty miles of unbroken plains, green
ply sufficient electricity to burn all with verdure and dotted here and
the lamps furnished by the display there with homestead settlements. The
brought down from Denver. There western horizon Is mountainous and
the eastern horizon as level as the
will be no dark corners In Albuquerque nest week, and although these ocean.
The sports included a ball game
decorations have been made with ex
travagance, it has been done with between the Estancia Rabbits and the
Santa Fe Indians, which was won by
such easy grace that there is no
no overdressed places; all is the reds by a score of 21 to 3. The
beauty, and a trip around the city is Indians were also victorious over the
one continual feast for the eye. Albu- Rabbits on the dar previous, but not
querque has on a truly festival attire. by such a large scoie. The Santa Fe
band made music, and F, W. Ford's
The Bookies Arrive.
T. C. Lynch, C. E. Roberts, B. Ruf-fi- bay mare beat M. B. Spencer's stal
d
dash, by three
and A. C. Pitcher are a quartette lion in a
of California sporting men who are lengths, pulled up, for & $35 purse.
here to sell pools on the territorial Second money In this race was $15.
fair races. They are stopping at the Then there was more music by the
Alvarado, but there is a striking ab- band, while the crowd applauded Miss
sence, nnioi.g them of the t roverbinl Mattha Duke, who had been crowned
paddock coat. Mr. Roberts Is the same queen of the Torrance county fair.
Miss Duke is a strikingly attractgentleman who had the pool selling
ive brunette of 15 years. As the pretright at the spring race meet.
Mr. Lynch Is one of the veteran tiest girl at the fair, she wore a red
turfmen of Los Angeles. In talking of dress of soft material, witlv TjTbow
races and race meets this morning, sleeyes.
The enterprise shown by the 'peoMr. Lvnch said that he did not see
why Albuquerque should not have ple of Toriance county in collecting
twenty-fivdays of racing each an exhibit Is deserving of complimen
spring. He believed that It could be tary notice. Two rooms of Milton
are filled with corn
made a success, and that It would be Dow s new house high,
millet
three
a fine advertising card for the city. stalks ten feet
It is his opinion that aMarge number feet high, squash, melons, pumpkins.
and
field
ttf the horses that race in the coast beets, onions and all kinds of
in the winter could be caught here garden produce. One squashsixty-fiv-raisci
on their return east. Mr. Lynch said by F. J. Heady weighed
and it is remarkable, Vvith
that James J. Jeffries, who will um- pounds,
pire the base ball tournament, will ar- what pride, "raised without irrigation," is written on almost every exrive in Albuquerque on Sunday.
hibit:
Fruit and Produce.
almost en.
One room is devoted
A freight car load of fruit and prois
tirely
another
and
fancy
to
work
duce from Lincoln county arrived this rragrant with the smell of iruit, which
morning in charge of John A. Haley, occupies almost every available space
of Capitan. The San Juan fruit, ex- in it. This
fruit is devoid of worm
hibit is en route to Albuquerque row. holes, is large
anil apparently solid,
The soft fruit was shipped by ex especially in the ease of the apples,
press atul the solid, hardy fruit and which came from East View.
produce is coming across country in
another room in this floral hall
wagons. Gov. L. B. Prince, of Santa Is Still
a place wheie things to eat and
Fe, will have charge of a large fruit
drink are sold, hunger satisfied and
exhilnt, which is coming from Espan thirst abated at a very small cost
oia. and the Torrance county exhibit
The profits of these' refreshment
with a large exhibit of rruit from San- booths,
with the gate and grand stand
Ivc from Estanta Fe county, will
are nprMlofl to defraying the
receipt,
cia on Sunday morning in charge of expenses of the fair, and
the receipts
-belt.
of the first and second days were so
The Mineral Exhibit.
large that the fair associate i quite
Dr. F. A. Jones has the mining ex confident of getting out whole on their
hlbit in charge and the doctor Is busy first effort. The expenses of three
today es taMishiim r.t l'Kual hall a days' festival, including amusement
large exhibit from the University of features, awards and purses, la esNew Mexico.
This Is virtually the timated to have cost about $000.
same exhibit made by the University
at the World's fair. Anyone In the
EVERYBODY DECORATE
city or territory having minerals they
wish to display are Invited to leave ft"
the same at the hall.
BUNTING,
CARNIVAL
COL- i ORS,
3 CENTS PER YARD, BY
". I'. Vpdegraff. wno has been
THE BOLT ONLY. SEE GRUNS- as start' J of
races, today
FELD BROS.
whol from lepek? that he would
arrive in Albuquerque on Sunday.
This week Mr. Vpdrgraff Is officiating
at the races of the Kansas Corn carnl-naTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
which is in progress at Topeka.
FOR SALE Household goods, stoves,
SANTA FE NEWSPAPER MAN
dressers, tables, lounges, chairs, etc.
212 South Arno street.
TAKES 70 HIMSELF A BRIDE
FOR KENT
Furnished rooms 'by the
week or mouth at t!24 West TIJeias
W. Case, of the reportor-ia- l
.
avenue.
staff of the Santa Fe New Mexican, is a benedict.
The bride was
Quarter Size Collars
Miss Bessye Nabours, the daughter now on sale at
of a well known cattleman of Lincoln
SIMON STERN,
county ,and the marriage occurred
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
last night at Mesilla Park, Rev. S. E.
Allison, of that place, performing the
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
ceremony.
Mr. and Mrs. Case passed through Two
pkgs of Cold Water
Starch
the city this morning en route to San15c
ta Fe. where they will begin house- 2 lbs Newton Creamery Butter
43c
7 cans Sardines
keeping.
25c
Oyster Crackers, per lb..
6c
We are showing some splendid valSHORT PARAGRAPHS.
ues in men's shirts.
Judge M. T. Moriarty arrived from 17 lbs of best Potatoes
4.25c
Estancia last night and will remain in 2 lbs fresh Ginger Snaps
15c
the city until after the fair. Mr. Mor- 2 cans of
grade Tomatoes. .25c
iarty formerly lived in the Estatieia 3 cans
grade Tomatoes. .. .25c
valley, but recmtly nurved to
Our assortment of California blan
Angeles.
kets is one of the most complete
to be found In town.
Joe Jennings, a prominent
stock
can of Vienna Cocoa
raiser of McCracken, Rush county,
17c
pkg of Cocoanut
Kansas, arrived today with two caia 'j-l5c!
of fine cattle, which will be offered 1 bottle of pickles, 1 bottle of chow- chow and 1 bottlicof Catsup
for sale on the fair grounds. One car
25c
cans of fresh Peas
contains Hereford bulls anil the other
35c
Shoes to give wearing satisfaction, '
Hereford and Galloway heifers.
at reasonable prlcts that's our
Edward Spiegner, aged 24 years,
stock.
who came to Albuquerque about ten
THE MAZE,
days ago from Mobile, Ala., suffering
Wm. Kieke, Proprietor.
from an advanced case of tuberculosis, died at his apartments or. South
Don't dclav a minute. Cholera In
First street this afternoon. The re- fantum,
diarrhoea 'come
mains wire taken in cha:ge by Un- suddenly. dysentery,
Only safe plan is to have
A.
dertaker
Borders and are held Dr. Fowler's Extract
of Wild Strawpending advices Irom relatives in Mo- berry always on
hand.
bile.

VERY ATTRACTIVE PROGRAM
ARRANGED FOR SUNDAY EVENING AT EPISCOPAL CHURCH.

An attractive musical program has
been arranged for the evening services Sunday at St. John's Episcopal
renchurch.
The program will-b- e
dered as follows:
Processional "The Coming of the
King"
H. 15. Honey
V. H. A. Hall
Magnificat
Nunc DimitUs
.W. H. A. Hall
Anthem "The Radiant Morn"
Woodward
Miss Ada C'ampfield
Offertory Solo
Recessional Hymn 57 "The Son of
Whitney
Ood Goes Forth to War
MOUNTED

POLICE IN
PURSUIT

te

yWILL

RUN

OF MURDERERS

DOWN

ARMENTE,
JUAN
KILLED NEAR
WEEK.

TOR-RANC-

9LAYERS OF
WHO

WAS

THIS

A detachment of the New Mexico
mounted police, in charge of Ranger
Richard Huber, of Santa Ke, have
gone in search of the murderers of
Juau Ariucnte, who was killed and
robbed at Duran, a small station near
Torrance, early Tuesday morning.
The murder was a very brutal one.
Armente was an old soldier and had
gone to Duran to take a train on the
Santa Fe Central to Santa Fe. During his wait he went to a nearby saloon, where he spent an hour or so
drinking with some strangers. He had
rfihout $tiO on his person and it is supposed he was murdered for his money,
lie was found the next day a short
distance from the station with his
skull crushed in and his pockets rifled.
Armonte was a civil war veteran
and a comrade of the famous Kit Carson. The foul murder has aroused the
greatest indignation among the grand
army veterans throughout the territory and they are sparing no pains or
'expense to run down his slayers. Several good clues have been obtained
and arrests are expected in a few
days.

BEARS

KILLING

OFF

SHEEP AND GOATS
Special Correspondence.
Seboyetta, N. M., Sept. 15. Reports
received from the mountains and different sheep herds are that bears are
playing havoc with stock In this vicinity and have killed large numbers
of sheep and goats. Arrangements
are being made to exterminate them.
Miss O. Gibson. '.mission school teacher, of this place, returned home this
week, after spending a two months'
vacation In California.
Sheriff I.eandro Ortega, of St.
Johns, Apache, county, Arizona, was
here for a few days last week in
search of a fugitive from Justice.
Fermin Marques, accompanied by
Messrs. Francis and Lionicio Marquez,
attended Los Lunas court this week.
Testimony was taken last week at
Laguna in the Ramon Serna case, t.ie
witnesses being examined before United States Commissioner Ellsworth
limalls, appearing for the government,
and Hen Miho for Serna. The claim
was for 11,400.
The wheat crop this year has been
on an eighty per cent Lasts, which
makes the farmers feel contented.
:i;doval uiel family have
removed to St. Johns. Arizona. They
will reside there temporarily and then
i crum ID this j.i'ic--Quite a number of land) buyers
have visited this town lately and
much stock was disposed of at prices
ranging from t'i to llTi per bead.
Sheriff Carlos llaca was I. ere aM
week on ottieial business.
Our neighboring town of Hibo. named after Hen Hibo, seems to be growAlready several
ing rapidly.
buildings have hern erected. Th
cash store is completing Its new
structure. 2Sxl"ii feet, which will be
quite an improvement to the town.
Shearing commenced here jester-daand prices offered on wool are
liear y as high as spring.
The corn crop here Is not so gnod as
whs expected, but in some parts it
will be !o per cent, while, as a whole.
It will not average over tiu per cent.
.

o

y

Social dance at Colombo hall Satur-urdanight. Gentlemen 50 cents; ladies free.

the Greatest Store in the Soutewest. Without question, the
largest and best assortment of Dry Goods, Shoes, and Men' and Boys
Clothing to be had are shown here.
To visit

y

lf

MELINI & EAKIN

n

440-yar-

1D9.

ar

ralr

Week

Suits - Coats Skirts
Waists - Furs - Sweaters
--

Pitticoats

HIGHLAND LIVERY

stable;

Boarding Horses a Specialty

LONG

OCOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)4

MEALS

SUITS

$10.00 to. $45.00

A very large and well selected stock of assured styles, in
long coat effects. New and exclusive designs and materials,
comprising a wide range of colors.

WHERE TO DINE WELL

8ANTA

COAT

re RESTAURANT
AT ALL HOURS.
Quick

at reasonable
time, good service,
prices. The nearest place In Albuquerque to Santa Fe deiiot.
Open
day and night. Bar In connection.
LYNN, HAVEN BAY, and BLUE
POINT OYSTERS in any style. First
street and Silver avenue, opposite depot. Meal tickets, 21 meals for $3.

THE NEW

COATS

$7.50 to $50.00

and medium length coats, the very newest models,
Broadcloths, Covert Cloths and Kersey Cloth.

SKIRTS

The territorial fair is comin':
You'll see who keeps things rollln'

then;

All haulln, sprinklln' will be done
By the Albuquerque Transfer men.

Walking and Dress Skirts

ereatest variety: skirts from f2

R(1
Kn manor
tn tin
what kind or size you want, we can please you.

In

1

o

New Hotel and Rooming House.
Open September 11, at 821 South
Third street. Your patronage solicited. Special rate to regular boarders.
Mrs. R. Green, proprietor.

In

FIIRS$5.00 to

in

m

$150.00 Each

Greatest line of Furs ever brought to the city. We would be
pleased to have you call and look over this beautiT! line.

GENERAL REPAIR SHOP.
have opened a general repair shop
on South Third street, back of Walton's drug store, and solicit the trade
L. H. SHO'SMAKER- of the city.

Women's Waists, Sweaters and Petticoats
ber and Variety.

I

In

Greatest

Num-

e

t

Time, Labor
and Money

Stop and Think

The saving of tlms means comfort.
The saving of labor means ease. The
saving of money means economy. All
these savings can best be attained by
Installing a

for a moment wVhat would be the use
of inviting you to our store If we did
not have the right

wirT:

ft

Floor Cnuerings

PENINSULAR RANGE
In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thirbetter than
any other. You are most cordially invited to examine our new

one visit under
would be enougl
as a constant ca
to have

d

line.

Prices

In

Plain Figures S3Q and Up

Old stoves taken
THE McSRAIM

at a fair valuation.

FURNITURE

CO.,

205

Gold

Ave.

fin Carpets

iMI(U

l,

SEALSHIPT, WHY?
Because all our

305 Railroad Avenge

SOUTHWESTERN

& CONSTRUCTION

ELECTRIC

Why you should use no other oysters.
The oyster goes direct from the shell to the carrier.
SECOND
The carrier comes direct to us, with no mixture of
ice, water, or preservative.
THIRD They are delivered direct to you by our drivers, or at
our market, with all their natJral flavor retained.
FOURTH You're always safe In buying oysters from us because
we handle "Sealhiiit" oysters only. We wouldn't allow a tub shipped
oyster to coma, into our shore.
When you want oysters, come to headquarters, to a store that
makes a specialty of them.

Of Every Description
Agents for the
Dynamos

Hotel llestauraut
MEMBER

Ww

trivo Tickets tor Ibe Piano Contest

2IG S. SECOND ST.

NATIONAL

ELECTRICAL

CONTRACTORS'ASSOCIATION

The Colorado Telephone

Company.

Room IS, N. T. Armijo Building.

twt-ntv- -

realize that you can get
Telephone Service today for
what you are paying for Inferior
service.
Do

Mail Orders Solicited.

you

MODERN

9.

AMBULANCE

'

and Motors

Agents for the Celebrated
"GYROFANS"
Sen them in Kuropeaa

FOUR REASONS

i

Crocker-Wheel-

Store and KesiUence Wiring a Specialty. All Work
Fully Guaranteed.

FIRST

NOTICE.
Will all subscribeis to the
WELL KNOWN EDUCATOR
fifth territorial lair who have not alDIES IN ALBUQUERQUE ready paid their subscriptions, kindly
(all at the Surety Investment
com
2i4 West Rail.oaJ Ave.
J. Alex Edwards, founder of the Col pany's otliees on South Second street
pay
same,
tomorrow
the
as
and
the
fair
umbia Correspondeuco
college, of
Washington, I). C, died here at luj management is anxious to get all subas soon as possible in or
o'clock this morning, after a tedious scriptions
aged 45 der to pay off all outstanding bills.
uu!o Tnewith conioiinptioii,
lather was present at the
Jiars.
Social dance at Colombo hall Satur-urdadeath bed, and will accompany the renight. Gentlemen 50 cents; lamains li.iik to Washington, leaving
r Injun ,1
For Moving the Su !c
here Sunday morning. The deceased1 dies free.
came west live ears ago. in the hopes
Prompt Seiivt Pay or Night.
MILLINERY OPENING.
or living down
the disease which
MRS. M. F. BREEN ANNOUNCES
dually triumphed over hint, and in HER MILLINERY OPENING FRIO W. STRONG'S SONS
the meantime has lived in various DAY AND SATURDAY AFTERNOON
parts of the west. The past year he AND EVENINGS
Automatic, H7
SEPTEMBER 15 Colo. Phone, 7"i.
lias spent in Albuquerque. The Fuehr AND 16. No. 220 WEST GOLD AVE.
I'lideriakiiig company has charge of:
WE AIM TO PLEASE BOTH EYE
the remains.
AND PALATE. LOOK
OUT
FORi
O. F. PL ATT,
FRESH
DRESSED POULTRY-CHICKE- NS, FIRST SHIPMENT OF FLAME TO- The real cleaner and dyer. LaKAY
GRAPES. SIZE, FLAVOR AND
SPRINGS, DUCKS AND
fine
dies' and gentlemen's
TURKEYS.
BEAUTY
ES-- ,
UNSURPASSABLE.
clothes a specialty. Portieres,
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
MERELDA GREEN LABEL ON ALL
lace curtains, etc. 609 Hen-dri"Good Things to Eat."
W. JENKS' FRUIT, FOR SALE ATI
avenue. Old 'phone, Red,
JAFFA GROCERY COMPANY AND
296-2- .
Free concert at the Casino tonight. A. J. MALOY.
e)OOOOOOOOOOOOOCXXXXXOOOOO

CO.

Electrical
Pampiag
Plants

ican Oyster Carriers.
Under this patent
method, no Ice or
water comes In contact with the oysters,
and do chemical preservative is ever used.
inner recepThe
tacles holding the oysters ate kept surrounded by ice and
are sealed, making it
impossible for the oyster receptacle to be
opened until it reaches
us hence "Sealshlpt."

'

l

with

oys-

ters are shipped direct
from the best beds on
coast,
the Atlantic
direct to us in Amer-

!m m'"

Albett Fabct,

b

y

and Rugs

you can find no fault
prices you cannot criticise.

Vj--

"

Ircumstancea
e want you
e make sure

that

Is

I

I

SPECIAL BARGAINS
Section for

Ready-to-we-

NEW STYLES IN

OOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
O. D1NSDALE

d

pug-glnes-

N. M.

Automatic Phone,

In Our

for

Sole Agents.

x

y
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WELCOME TO THE FAIR AND A
CORDIAL INVITATION TO ALL

Distillers,
FRANKFORT, KY.

Albuquerque,

,

THE BIQ STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

e

A

PI VI

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

THE CELEBRATED

COUNTY FAIR

Bottled In Bond.
CARRIED NO INSURANCE

I

E

Effort of Estancia
Sudden Lurch of Engine Albuqerque's Festival Attire Initial
Valley People at Fesjival,
Excels Famed Coney
Renders Fatherless A
Crowned With Success.
Island.
Home
FIREMAN

PAG

M.
j
j

DRAG0IE

Dealers in
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
3i)0 North llroadway, Corner of Wash- mgtou Avenue. Ai.uLyuKKUfc.N. .W.

Home Restaurant

V-T-

J

As

The only Long Distance Transmitters and Receivers; Wall or
De.sk Sets; Long time contracts as
you wish; Lowest rates.

WHOLESALE

Melini & Eakin

LIQUOR AND CIGAR

-

American cooking; also all MexiDEALERS
can dishes a specialty. Short onlera.
AleaU nerved at all hours. Old Town,
Exclusive Aeentji fur Vull
anil O. F. C.
Moet At Chamlou White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A
south of Court bouse.
H. C. Bvlieinuin uud Jos. Setilit. Milwaukee Hottled Heers, anj owners and
NICK FRANCO.
distributor of tie Alvarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated caaionue &q2
IVES, THE fTorTst!
price list. Automatic Telephone Inc. Salesroom Hi South k irsl Slreek,
Fresh Cut Flowers.
Albuquerque New Mexico.
Vhi-.kie--

PAOI

PROBING

IS FOR

INSURANCE COMPANIES

WAS SPEAKER OF ARIZONA

New York, Sept. 15. A committee
appointed by the New York legis.a-turIs holding meetings In this city
to determine Just how "much " the
wealthy and refined gentlemen who
great insurance
head the country's
companies have duped the public
which supports them.
This is an outgrowth of the astounding scandals in high finance
which followed a quarrel among thtr
officers of the Equitable Ufe Assurance society and is the fulfillment of
a public demand. The object Is to
frame state laws which will compel
insurance concerns to live up to the
requirements of their charters.
A cotorie of very respectable gentlemen are on the racks, and the vast
army of policy holdeis in all parts of
the country are at last to have a "look-In- "
upon the affairs of the concerns
they have made rich and powerful.
Are the thousands of men and
women who invest their savings or
in
fortunes
mutual insurance companies fools?
According to the initial revelations
from the investigation, "mutual" is a
nice word, which sounds as if the policy holder might have something to
say atiout the management of the com- .pany he is investing In, like a stockholder in some companies.
It took Charles E. Hughes, who is
conducting the investigation, only a
few hours that, as the insurance companies now practice niutunlization, it
amounts to nothing more tharuelng
an attractive and glittering argument
to hold before the investing public,
that the policy holders have absolutely no voice in the management of the
insurance concerns they are supporting, and which are supposed to be operated by them through their servants, the olllcers and directors.
High officials of some of the most
important insurance concerns in the
world have frankly admitted on the
witness stand, under oath, that weeks
in advance of the election, the executive committee, without consulting thu
e

d

In 1802, some prospectors who had
an Idea that oil could be found underneath fhe city of Los Angeles, Cal., began 'boring a test well, and surprised
everybody, including themselves, by
i making
a "strike."
Derricks went up
by the score and became a common
sight in the dooryards of this pretty
little ciify, even In the streets, a year
later the Newhall district, as it is
called, was producing about 100,000
barrels. Today the wells of California
more petroleum
are contributing
than those of any other state, exceeding even the older fields of Pennsylvania,
f
It Is a curious fact that dining the
same year, 1S!2, I'atillo Higgins, a
coutry school teacher in eastern Texas, conceived the idea that he coulu
make more money out of oil than he
could In the class room. He succeeded in organizing a company to prospect
"but nearly ten years elapsed before
he secured enough money to make the
hole. When it began flowing at the
rate of 5l,00() barrels every twenty-fou- r
hours people who had laughed at
the visionary scheme changed their
minds. It is a long distance from
ler
Texas to California, but
can now see the frame pyramids
the-trave-
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ANNUAL TERRITORIAL

NOTES.

For three days last week there was
a continual carnival at the Lewis and
Clark Exposition, similar to the Mardi
Gras at New Orb ans. It was under
tlie direction of the exhibitors at the
exposition. Hundreds of prizes were
awarded, and the evening pageants on
both land ami water were notably brilliant.
The Royal Hawaiian Band will remain at the Lewis and Clark ExixisI-tiountil September 18, its contract
having been extended two weeks. The
band has made the g.eatest musical
hit of the season. Tlie manager was
offered a large sum of money to play
at San Francisco, but the exposition
would not let I hem go. Thousands'
of people are delighted with tlie daily)
coin-enof the Kanakas in the great
band ctand.
The. Illinois State C'oinnii.-- l ioners
at the i.ewi.s and Clark ExHisitioii
gave a reception in the Abraham Lincoln house at tiie Fair September 5th,
the guests being greeted in the room
corresponding to the pa: lor of tne
Lincoln homestead at Springfield, 111.,
where Mr. Lincoln received the notification of his election to the presidency of the L'lilted States iu 1800.

HOUSE

( PART
TWO.)
note that the corporations are
strenuously opposed to Joint statehood. R has always been an infallible
test that what the corporations most
desire in government is what the
people desl e. Even one present of a
great railroad in the Phoenix meeting
declared tli.it although "the people"
of Arizona are unanimously opiosed
to Joint siimliood, we will not let the
Hamilton l.iil pass congress, "even
with the Foinkcr amendment." I have
read it staled that C. P. Huntington
once testified before a congressional
committee fiat he was a "democrat
In Texas and a republican in Massachusetts." He was for the coriora-tion- ,
fl: at,
and all the time, and
his political principles (or lack thereof) varied to suit the needs of the
corporation-- .
In their attitude on
joint statehood tlie great corMirations
look not to the good f the peplo of
Arizona, bin to their own interests.
During the twenty years or more I
have heaal continually preached the
advantages of self government and the
hardships of territorial vassalage;
and now we have within our grasp
the very self government for which
we have so persistently pleaded, there
is a. cry to throw it away.
We are given to understand plainly
by the powe.s that be that positively
we cannot
have single statehood,
which means that during the life of
this administration, at least, we shall
not have a chance at that self government which we have so long and
earnestly urged. I think that the oiler made congress in the Hamilton
bill is extremely liberal, and that we
should seize this opportunity to attain self government.
The opponcts of jointure have declared that there are "no politics" In
their movement. They have "eliminNow, politics being
HJlltics."
ated
eliminated f:om the question, it seems
to me that the people of both territor
ies, republicans and democrats alike,
are free to stand for what they conceive to lie the best Interests of all
the people; and I believe they will
readily ratify the action of congress
in its liberal donations to the new
state of millions of acres of land
and millions of dollars in money, to
gether with the power reposed in the
people to govern themselves through
their own chosen rulers.
Heretofore we have asked for selfgovernment only. Now we are offered
that with an Immense addition of do
main and quite a sum of money beside
I think the people of Arizona should
accept the otter; and I believe they
will accept it if they are given an op- po Utility to vote upon the proposi
tion.
If we are to listen to the cry or
those political highbinders who abhor
the idea of joining to the body politic
a "greaser" territory, or those who
are against the Catholic religion, rea.t
assured we will never get Bingle or
Joint, or any other kind of statehood,
"because they don't twant it." You
would see these same political bunco
steerers just as much opposed to annexing California or Utah as New Mexico. Show me any part of Arizona
where the Mexican vote cuts any
figure, and I will show you both parties honoring Mexicans with nominations and election and men who now
object to annexing a "greaser" territory voting for them. I find that California at one time elected a Mexican
lieutenant governor (Romualdo
who was elevated to the executive chair by the election of Newton
Booth as United States senator, and
who alter filling out his term of office was twice elected to congress
and he was an excellent congressman,
in Texas we see the people of that
state sendingxboth
Mexicans and negroes to the x legislature in
both
house aud senate and they hold their
aeats, too. From Iowa, Minnesota and
Michigan the people sent their Germans, Swedes and Norwegians to the
congress of the United States, with
seats in both branches. Then why
damn New Mexico for doing the same
thing that Arizona is doing today, as
well as other states above Instalneed?
Show nie further where In these United States the white man fails to rule
absolutely.
I have read and heard about "majority rule," "religious belief no bar,"
tc, etc., but I suppose those "glittering gerallties" were put into that
great platform "to catch votes."
1 have listened
also to these single
blank capitalists, showing how it is
easier and cheaper to run two state
governments than one, but I fail to
see the point. It is as well to say that
ii is a great deal cheaper for a merchant with a $20,000 Block of goods,
employing five clerks and paying $100
rent to split ills stock in two, move
into adjoining quarters, hire five other
clerks and pay another $100 rent.
Also for a resident of Nogales to pay
all the household expenses of his family and board himself at the Montezuma hotel. The man who started
that "argument" has tg tie a knot in
his neck to keep his head from slipping ihiough his collar.
The blessings of statehood are in
sight, and it is up to the people of
Arizona to say whether or not they
were rially shamming all these years
they have been clamoring to congress
to gram, those blessings. As for myself,
would rather live in a republican state than a democratic teriitory.
So
say: Give us statehood, single,
double, or in doses; but
GIVE US STATEHOOD.
Yours respectfully,
D. G. CHALMERS.
Nugaleg Oasis.
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NEW YORK INSITUANCB INVESTIGATORS IN SESSION. CHIEF
INVESTIGATOR HIGHES SEATED IN THE FOREGROUND,
wishes of the policy holders, have big insurance concerns consider it
subsidiary
to
maintain
named the ticket for trusteeships and necessary
directorate, that these selections have trust companies. In short, the Innever been contested, that there was vestigation may reveal to the
gaze of the
astonished
only one ticket to vote for, even if
the policy holders diil vote, in short, public Just how much Insurance comthat by devious methods, the affairs panies are mismanaged as regards the
of these concerns were in the tight best interests of the policy holders
and In the interest of the inner circles.
grasp of the handful of men who,
Mr. Hughes, the chief inquisitor, will
are the employes of the policy holders.
ask the respectable heads of the inThe testimony shows clearly that so- - surance companies, in legal verbiage.
called mutualization is farcial and a Just how big fools they consider their
mere form. It Is one of the'most re-- ; employers the policy holders
With the fact established that a
markable disclosures In modem high
hand Till of men do, In reality, control
finance, as practiced today.
A corrective measure is suggested the very life of the nation's insur-lthe formation of a law which will ance companies, and with the
Insurance companies to hold out tendency on the part of the heads
their elections at stated intervals, of the vast industrial and commercial
which the policy holders will be in-- enterprises being to further restrict
formed of, and a system of roting by the Mgtit of the minority investor in
having any part in the control of the
mail will be agreed upon.
The insurance Investigation is ex company's affairs, the interesting ques
pected to bring out what uses, proper Hon may some time be proponded
or improper, nre being made of invest- through a polished marble counting
ed public funds of gignntic amounts. room window in Wall street:
"Please, Mr. Innercircle, may I inIt will be ascertained ir there are any
other of these great fiduciary con- vest my savings with you if I'll prom
cerns besides the Equitable, whose in- ise not to even want to ask a quesner circles are apply int. listed money tion about what you are doing with
to the interest of independent institu- my money?"
Are all, except the inner circles,
tions and nterprises for private gain.
It may be explained whyj most of the fools?
y

n

obvi-comp-

and was present at the Lewis and
Clark exposition on Missouri day. On
that day there was a great gathering
of
from the states of
Oregon, Washington and Idaho. The
governor delivered an address, there
was a reception at the Missouri building, and at night the state commis
sion tendered the famous Missourian
marking well sites stretching from the a banquet at the American Inn.
Mississippi clear to the Pacific ocean,
for they are actually pumping oil fr&m
INTERESTING PEOPLE.
beneath the waters of the, Pacific In
A family living near the city of
southern Califo.nia. In five years the
petroleum industry in the west and Tillis, in the Caucasus, consists of
southwest has developed from insig five members whose combined age is
nificant proportions until this part ofj 395 years. The father is 105, the
America is supplying inuie oi me mother 95, and three sons are over 60
Mrs. Abide Gardner Sharp, the sole
liquid than the rest of the comment
combined, for of nearly 1.0,(MK),000 survivor of the Spirit Lake massacre
barrels brought forth in 1904 over one-ha- of 1857, Is living at Pillsbury's Point,
came tiom the w'est and south- Lake OkolxJI, Iowa. With the pro
ceeds of the history of that event, she
west.
When It Is remembered that the yield purchased her home on the lake.
Referring to betting by workingmen
was a liitle over 100,000,000 during the;
previous year ana tm.ooo.ooo barrels In Mr. Crooks, the London labor member
iy02, the truly wonderful expansion of of parliament, said in a speech that
the industry can be,appreciated. Tlie they thought that when they were
greatest yield of the famous Baku dis backing horses they were improving
trict in Russia is not over 85,000,000 the breed. He undeitook to say that
barrels, so that the United States far many of tnem did not know whether
exceeds this, the next greatest field of they were putting their money on
the world; but If the well diggers three legs and a swinger or on a
continue their activity on the present donkey.
Mile, de Rosen, daughter of the Russcale the year 1!)o3 will be more of a
record breaker than even 1904, for a sian ambassador, when she makes her
conservative estimate puts the figures debut in society, will receive from the
at nearly, if not quite, 150,000,000 bar- czarina the badge and title of a titular
rels, , Including districts which have maid of honor to her majesty. This is
been exploited only since the begin-ni- ; a distinction that falls to the shaie
of the present' year. San Fran- of all the unmarried daughters of Russian ambassadors abroad after they
cisco Chronicle.
have "come out."
Mrs. Ellis Rowan, the famous flower
The city of Siokane, Wash., has pre- artist, has received an offer of $75,000
pared l.ooo feet of moving pictures by the German government for her
representing wheat growing and har- 500 Australian flower pictures, the
vesting scenes, irrigation work and conditions being that she shall take
and
other agricultural activities in the up her resilience in that country Gervicinity of Spokane, for free exhibi- devote her talents exclusively to
tion at the Washington state building many.
The arrival of many Hindoos from
at the Lewis and Clark Exposition.
After the fair the moving pictures are India to enter as students at the Imto be placed on the vaudeville theater perial university and schools ot
at Tokio has been noted lately.
circuits in the east. This will be a
novel feature in vaudeville entertain- It was Intended to celebrate the festival of the great Indian national hero,
ment.
Governor Folk, of Missouri, with his Sivaji, at Tokio, this year, for the first
military staff, has arrived in Poitland time, with great ecla,t.
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JOINTURE

Writes Unanswerable Argu
ments For Union of Two

INVESTIGATING DEVIOUS METHODS BY WHICH POLICY HOLDERS ARE DEPRIVED OF A VOICE
IN AFFAIRS NEW INSURANCE
LAWS TO PROTECT THE INVESTOR MAY BE THE OUTCOME.

GROWTH

FRIDAY,

SPEAKER CHALMERS

NEW YORK LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE

New

CITIZEN.

A Ltl I U Q U E R Q U E EVENING
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tecu-nolog- y

FATHER OF CHINESE BOYCOTT A
SAN FRANCISCO SCHOOL TEACHER
Hoululu, Sept. 15. The members or
in
the Chinese Reform association
Honolulu are very proud of the fact
that It was they, or more particularly,
one of their members, Ching Ye Oin,
who started the boycott in China. The
Chinese Refonn association is very
strong in these islands, numbering In
its membership many of the wealthiest and most extensive merchants
among the Chinese of the islands. The
animating enthusiasm of the organization, however, is supplied by a large
number of bright, educated, patriotic
young Chinese, whose hope is to See
China adopt western civilization and
become a great power.
It was this
element of the association which started the Sun Chung Kwock Bo, or
newspaper, and have mi-lit a
vigorous champion of reform and
given it a circulation all over the
world.
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Always Successful.
When indigestion becomes chronic
it Is dangerous. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
will cure indigestion, and all trouble
resulting therefrom, thus preventing
catarrh of the stomach. Dr.
of League. W. Ya., says: "To
those suffering from indigestion or
sour stomach I would say that there
is no better remedy than Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. I have prescribed it for
a number of patientswith good success." Kodol Dyspepsia Cure digests
what you eat and makes the stomach
sweet. Sold by all druggists.
New-broug-

A little life may be sacrificed to a
sudden attack of croup if you don't
have Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil on
baud fur the emergency.

NEW

MEXICO,

SEPTEMBER

18, 19,

20; 21 22, 23,1905

GRAND LIVE STOCK SHOW AND

CARNIVAL OF WESTERN SPORTS

$1,500

la-- a

1

The life and dominating influence circulated In China. This was about
of this element for the first three eighteen months ago. Ching Ye Oin
years of the existence of tlie Sun followed this up with shorter articles
Chung Kwock Bo was Ching Ye Oin. on the same subject. He kept up a
optimistic, enthusi- campaign of educ ation. He did more.
He was bright,
He organized the society to provide
astic, zealous, aud a thorough-goinon the boycott. More
reformer. He was a vigorous speaker funds to carry
and au effective wiiter. He was a than $30, i have bet n collected in
teacher by profession, but during Hawaii for this purpose. Other funds
three years was the editor of the Sun have been collected in other Chinese
Chung Kwock Be. He conceived of a colonies for the same purpose.
Now that the boycott has come, the
boycott of American goods in China
us a means of modifying the exclusion ineinlie:s of tlie Chinese Reform assotreaty. He wrote a long article, one ciation are not a bit backward In
containing more than 10,000 charac- claiming their part in getting it start
ters, belting out In detail the proposal ed aud in giving the entire credit for
of the boycott, ami how it could be originating the idea and launching the
carried on and what it could accom- movement that has carried it into et
plish.
'I'll is was originally published feet to Ching Ye Om.
in the Sun Chunk
Ching Ye Om Is now in San Fran
Kwock Do, and
through it aud through republications cisco, wlire he is engaged in his pro
in pamphlet
form,
fession as a teacher among his coun
thousands
thousands of copies of this have been trynieu.

ALBUQUERQUE,

Grand Base Ball Tournament----

J

$

,500

SIX TEAMS TO PARTICIPATE
El Paso, Texas; Trinidad, Colo.; Las Vegas, N. M.; Clifton, Ariz.;
Deming, N. M.; Albuquerque, N. M.
WONDERFUL ILLUMINATION
60,000 ELECTRIC LIGHTS
EVERY NIGHT -- 4,000 POUNDS RED FIRE
Five Mile Relay RacesCowboy,
Bronco Busting
Horse Racing
Weird Indian Dances
Trotting Ostrich
Athletic Sports
Automobile Race and Parade

Motor Cycle Races
Mineral Exhibits
Montezuma Ball
Spanish Bailes Every Evening
U. S. Cavalry Drills
Fruit and Art Exhibits

W. H. GREER, President

SAD ENDING

OF

PRETTY

Mexican and Indian Riders

A

D. K. B.

TAWNEY

WILL

HOLD

Confetti Battles
Marching Bands
Free Street Entertainment Every Evening from 8 to 11 o'.
clock
Excursions from all points at
greatly reduced rates.

i

SELLERS, Secretary

PEOPLE'S

PURSE

STRINGS

LOVE STORY

TRAVELED 10,000 MILES FOR LOVE
AND IS BEREFT OF REASON, AS
HAPPINESS APPEARS.

(Hi

.

The pathetic story of pretty Es- tella Segorri's lO.OuO-mll- e
trip by laud)
and sea, from sunny Italy to Arizona,
to marry the man she loved, only to
he sent to confinement in a mad house,
Is one of the most pathetic in the history of Ailzona, says the Vhoenix Gazette.
True, she married the man of her
love, and was for a short time happy.
were a rough contrast to the lands of
her nativity, but love will lead onej
around the world to stiange lauds and;
uncongenial surroundings and happl-- j
uess remains.
but shortly after th.e marriage of
this pretty daughter of the southland;
to her love of childhood days, their;
home in Poland, Yavapai county, wasi
attacked by a ruffian, and both the
little woman and George Sanatl were
beaten. The husband was given ihe
most severe beating, but the wife re-ceived a blow over the head that rendered her insane.
j
v
Its Insidioua Growth.
The malady came slowly upon her,
and for a time she was only flighty,
but a couple of weeks ago it became
apparent that it would be necessary
to have her restrained.
Her strongest!
dyluslon is that some one is trying to
set tiieir house on fhe and burn her
up.
She was examined before Pro-- j
hale Judge Hicks at Prescott,
and
found to lie insane.
,
..
to understand
and una-lda word of what was transpiring, she
sat in court for the examination. She
could not understand why, when ITie
proceedings were over, the brawny
sheriff of Yavapai county placed her
on a tiain and brought her to Pho-nito be confined in toe asylum, where
none but strange faces greeted her
and none can speak her tongue.
Her Future Hopeless.
In this prison she will probably
wear her life away, longing for" Che
familiar scenes of her old home In the
sunshine, 10,000
land of perpetual
miles away, ever restrained and ever
longing like a bird in a gilded cage,
for freedom and the happiness that has
been suatched from her by fate.

ml I

I
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Wild-eyed-

Like Finding Money.
Finding health is like finding money
so think those who are sick. When
you have a cough, cold, sore throat, or
chest Irritation, better act promptly
like W .C. Barber, of Sandy Ivel. Va.
He says: "I liad a terrible chest trouble, caused by smolre and coal dust on
my lungs; but, after finding no relief
In other remedies, I was cured by Dr.
King's New Discovery for Consumption, Coughs and Colds." Greatest sale
of any cough or lung medicine In the
world. At a.l druggists; 50 cand $1.00;
guaranteed. Trial bottle free.

Washington, D. C, Sept. 13. Jas. A. been good friends. When Cannon first
Tawney of Winona, Minn., has been de-- i became a candidate for the speakerto succeed Henderson, his earliest
cided upon by prospective speaker ship most
energetic supporters were
Cannon for the position of chairman and
Tawney of Minnesota, Mann of Chiof the appropriation committe, which cago,
and Hemenway of Indiana.
Is the most important committed ot
When the time comes for pushing
congress. Tawney will succeed Jas.
as-p- i.
A. Hemenway, who has been elected the booms of various presidential
to
ants
Roosesucceed
President
to the senate to succeed Vice Presi- velt,
there will be a Cannon boom;
dent Fairbanks.
the man who will help to push it
The man who fills this office holds and
along in Minnesota and the northwest
thf people's purse strings.
Jas. A. Tawney began life as an will be Jas. A. Tawney.
apprentice blacksmith In his father's
INDIAN SCHOOL NOTES
shop. He was then 15 years of age.
His boyhood home was in Gettysburg,
in Adams county. Pa., and here he
The new laundry at the school is
lived until 1877, when he went west completed
and ready for occupancy.
and located at Winona.
building is a credit to the instiAfer teaming to shoe a horse, Tawn- This
Hay-deey mastered the trade of mechanic, tution and to the builder, A. G.
of Albuquerque.
and it was while toiling at the lathe
The employes' quarters has been rethat he decided to study law. He began reading during the evenings, and modeled and adds greatly to the apfinally, in order to get more time, he pearance of the plant.
took his. Blackstone to the shop, and .Supervisor Charles made a short
visit at the school ou Thursday. He
read while he worked.
At the age of 20 he left the machin- has gone to Zuni to look after the
ist business and entered a law office completion of the new school plant at
in Winona. In 1882 he was admitted t! at piece.
to the bar and haa since practiced.
Miss Harper and Miss Chapman,
.1 r i.e. o
1 1.
a fi i I,uc ,
a . ii Inili.utrir
o.t nun
ii.i.u.i.
iimunii j til
inu employes at the Tohatchl Indian
t
most prominent characteristics of this! school, visited the school yesterday.
typically
man. He never has
"Outing Agent," is
Mr. Dagnette,
been afraid to work, and he never has making a short stay at the school. He
j
been afraid to aspire.
Is collecting Indians to work in the
Iast fall he was chosen to manage. Colorado beet fields this fall.
the speakers' bureau for the republicSuperintendent
Allen spent the
an national committee at Chicago. He week among the Navajos securing pu- never had done anything of the sort, pils for the school He came In this
but he started In, and every morning morning on No. 2. A large number of
was up at 5 and down to the office! Navajos w'il attend the school this
before the Janitors. He generality re-- ' year.
mained at the auditorium until after
The school work Ii now thoroughly
midnight.
organized for this year and. the outOne of the smartest things that look is promising, as a full staff of
Tawney did in managing the speak- employe.; are en the grounds and are
ers campaign was capturing Missouri, working with zeal and Intelligence for
if any credit is due any manager for the success of the school.
that result, it is due Tawney. In the
Preparations are being made to take
face of ridicule by his fellow commit- part in the trades parade of the comtee men. and entirely on his own re- ing Territorial fair.
sponsibility, aud Initiative, he sent
A gooilly number of the employes
speakers into Missouri and devoted enjoyed the ice cream festival at
more attention to that state than to
last evening.
any one single state except Indiana.
The day before the election was held
Dr. Otto G. Rebber lert on a business
he piedicled the election of Roosevelt trip for Gallup. During his absence.
electors in Missouri, Wd his predic- Dr. W. K. Bauer will be in charge of
tion was thought very amusing, ihe his otllce.
following day tlie laugh was his.
Tawney and Cannon have always
Subscribe for The Evening Citizen.
n,

j

self-mad- e
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Me-nau-

Have your floats buUt and sign work
done by Stacy & Co., the only union
sign writer in town. Quler's old
stand. Auto phone, 454; Colorado
phone, 52.
Can You Eat?
J. B. Taylor, a prominent merchant
of Chrlesinan, Texas, says: "I could
not eat because of a weak stomach. I
los ail strength and ran down In
weight. Ali that money could do was
done, but all hope of recovery vanHearing of some wonderful
ished.
cures effected by Kodol Dyspepsia
Cdre, I concluded to try it. The first
bottle benefitted me, and after taking
four bottles, I am restored to my usual strength, wealth and health." Kodol Dyspepsia Cure digests what you
eat and cures. Sold by all druggists.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
Gfnfral Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Third and Marquette

Both Phones

MEN AND WOMEN.
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NANNIE HOWLING CRANE

AND REDINGOTE

MILITARY

IN

EVENING C1T1ZHN

DENVER

LOSES HER PARTY DRESS

SUITS

&

ELK TOOTH ROBE OF INDIAN BELLE SACRIFICED TO THE DEMAND
FOR B. P. O. E. JEWELRY CHIEF OF THE CHEYENNES
DECREES PUNISHMENT FOR THE LOSS TO THE TRIBE
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"Scenic Line of the Wotld"
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PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DINING
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS.
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Shortett and qulckeat Una Inm
Santa Fa ta Denver, Puebla and Colorado Sprlnga, and all Colorado points.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
all llnea east and wett Time aa quick
and rate a low aa by other line.
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Tusla. I. T Sept. H An Indian
girl, daughter of Howling Crane, once
the htad of the Cheyenne Indians, mis
just sold her "party gown" to a syn
dicate of territorial curio gat'nerers.
getting for It $1,0(10. The gown was
old and moth eaten, yet the put chase
was a good investment.
The dress
was decorated wilh '2X real elk teeth.
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On all through tralna.

all very valuable for BIk lodge jewelry. The syndicate Bold them to an
eastern jeweler for nearly double
what was paid the Indian girl Nannie Howling Crane.
The number of elk teeth is growing
smaller. Almost any genuine elk tooth
will sell for 2, while the choice specimens sell for as high ns $.".0 each. The
top pi Ice is usually paid for n tooth
thai is growing green with age. An
lk of the mule sex produces only two
good teeth, and the robe, therefore,
represented 2ti4 elk.
Miss Howling Crane Is a rich girl.
but her father, rather than dispose of j
bis ponies to meet obligations, carried
his daughter's "party gown" to the
curio collector and sold it. Svhen Old
Crow, chief of the Cheyennes, heard
of the sale, he was broken hearied,
ami immediately set out to Juiy tne
robe back into the tribe, hut he was
too late.
t'nder the rules of the tribe, Old
Crow will not allow Howling Crane
to participate In the annual green
corn dance for two years, bars his
daughter from becoming the wife of a
buck, and prohibits his sons from ever
becoming a chief of the tribe.

No tlreeom

delaya at any elation.
For llluatrated advartlalng matter
or Information, addrete or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.., Denver, kColo.
A- - S. BARNEY, T. P. f
Santa Fe, NewJ Mex.

SUMMER EXCURSIONS

EAST
Chicago and return, $5250, with final limit of October
II. or 149 1
good for glxty days.
St. Louis and return, 144.50, with final limit of October
II or I4S M '
good for sixty days.
TICKETS ON SALE DAILY UNTIL 8EPTEMBER 30.
Denver and return, $25.15.

'

'

"

A

GIRL FIGHTS THE TURKS TO FREE

Colorado Springs and return, $22.1-5-.
Pueldo and return, $20.15.
Olenwood Springs and return, $36.15, via Pueblo, or $41.18 via
Denver

MACEDONIA
A girl of L'ti
has enlisted In th
Macedonian
revolutionary armv and
TDK I. S(S
inarching through the Macedonian
REDl.VUOTB IS ST1U. FASHIONABLE
mountains with bands of revolutionBY CYXTHIA GREY.
House skirls will lie elaborately ylm-- , last spring. Hound length
ists,
ftghting the Turks wilh all the
skirts are
The Short Coat Suit.
med with braids and other triiiimiiiKS.
tne proper tiling tor street wear energy and fire of a trained soldier.
For the woman who lias roundness
1 he
jarket shows the modified leg binThis
costume is of bottle green The modern Ameazon is Miss Chrisana plumpness of figure this season o mutton sleeve,
tina Atanova. She is a woman of culaffords something absolutely new, the trlmm nu sr ,n 1.,the double ,row. of broadcloth. Dark green is one of the ture,
and was formerly a school teachBun ironr nest tall ami winter colors. Dark red
military street suit.
alike, and the neat little military
er In Macedonia.
is even more of a favorite.
9 Tho
Bilit hora Ghnn'n la
Recently several of her scholars,
The Skirt is ill nlllill nnri lv,v nitidis
broadcloth.
The Hat s a gray
a gray The skirt of the jacket is made after young children, were brutally murThe skirt is entirely of box nhiitu. and white double wing.felt Itwith
is a madl-tie- the same general model. The back of dered by a roving band of Turkish
front and back. Around the font of
sailor. '
the coat is one great box pleat with soldieis, and Miss Altanova narrowly
the skir is a row of braid.
The Redingote.
smaller plaits laid under the box pleat. escaped a worse fate for herself. Tills
The trimming of the skirts of suits
The long coats of this season are This
Incident caused her to give up teachWith braid shows an
Innovation. a trifle longer than the redlngotes of 01 tneis to give fullness about the foot ing, and she pledged her life for her
SKirt.
country. She enlisted in the Insurrectionist corps and has developed Into an expert guerilla fighter.
Miss Atanova Is known to all the
as the "Mascqt of
revolutionists
Macedonia," for whenever sne is witn
n band sheetings luck.
Miss Atanova
is a crack shot, and has killed five
Turks in small skirmishes, besides
having participated in several battles.

Tickets on Sale Daily Until October
rtimiiaHIIITIIir

Final Limit Oct. 31st

15.

II. S. LUTZ, Agent A. T.
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SACQI'E

MILITARY
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Is PURE, HEALTHFUL, and SATISFACTORY.
net weight in every can.

NEW.

he shoulder cape wlUi
The sin v.. ,,f thjs
is who.- sir,;,;,,- - r I
ness Is with us again. This, upon f. 0111 shoulder 10 cuff.
The leg o'
The hat w'.rn whl, this
8 a.
'
"uu
' '
"as loiiowe.l t.ie puff top an.
'.
ale
sailor 1'in hia,,e
'
mlle l'
.
Ie-iittinular cape ruffles. The collar and
:,
umlcrsleeve. The .sleeves
.he
be!tare of light and dark 'green .m the whole are a trifle smaller i!ian side ami back 'with a while leather
..
nm mouse,,. ,u uie reeves of the spring suits, but A 111", i f while velvel
i .e rum i
ji,,
the back smoothly, and 111 the the
it lit r to the hat in front
effect is s;i!I in
ja mane uouoie nrcasieu.
lavor. I lie- tendency is toward the, T.'lis
Is
with whi'
semi-closfitting.
,.t..e..
.i
eiiuare Khould.-rather than to t.u- (...i:,.,--

'"n

r

,i,

'

That a cheap imitation while marked to contain 25 ounces
averaged 20 less, thereby cheating tho purchaser to
the oxtent of 5 to 7 ounces on every can.
Tho quality was also far Inferior.
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FESTIVAL.

.

kiu-;-

anl

proposed that the glory of eorn
lebrated annually in a festival at
'igo. There is nohiin the people
1e gnat empire of the middle
could
elebrate with better
corn is due the credit for
prosperity, general welfare and
mess tliat bless as fine a
e sun any win re shines upon. 'I uH
est hal its gold, later the oilier
rals and caitle; the 1101th had
mber, the northwest its wheat.
outh cotton, the east muniifac- .bilt the middle west had its
and It is enough for content.
ter thau the wealth of mines, or
r, or anv other gift thai nature
iiestow on a land, it has yielded
e states wheie It grows riches
t beyond belief and
ei pi where
variciousness of man has over-itself it has taken bit little
the land where it lias grown,
e the beginning it lias l. en the
ttton upon which the empire of
Utile west has een built, and
I continue
to le- the foundation
empire steadily grows in great- of irosperity and plenty. In
aet, rlca empire, com i indeeJ
8

tit-T- o

lit

dominions

an- -

vei- exS:r I'at.ick .M.itis.m.
n
and
mcii'al a.lvis. r to the En,:iisli coloniiil
ILs rule is one
t
.e.-:ict j
"i.e.. has a.ruiil in Sin Franciaco
nit iing out rewards in proportion, to
i. ;in r a course of leciiirca on trop-i- iti'elligent labor.
To the idler ami' ..i
a: he Lane hospital.
he bungler King Corn accords huu
Tne
-- or,
"I onetitadsts. ..'.tiiiis
poverty an. I disconten' l.nt t.
m. wh ,.
eightieth birthday was
the industi ions an thritty he gian
'
la.-tiintitn in
plenty and happiness. N,, numau mole 0 i.i.iiaris. is a
r... .1 y
ii'ii. but
l.r, he
arch ever ruled w ith such in, nrahlc
e
!ia and exact
and brought his !..is I.... a a t.a ii aiue.l ci;j.en of
am
subjeMs such riches ami such development of all he virtues of indu.'rv J
Kalpii I...) Ray. of Lancaster. W.s.,
asjiira'lon and providence
has Kuii; has in. lug, Ii;.-- dun. s as tutor in
t'orn in bis great empire or the mid- 'he Ann .'.can lan.tua.'e and customs to
dle west.
Kliiu
.i .i:sii ef Sj.nin in the royal
Lit corn be celebrated in a great al " "f Ma lt id
ill, letters home
a.,
aiitnial festival
the irr. ati- -t corn I' clare th :t tie- proce-- s ,,f introducing
market in the world. No'hing tou'd lac wurliMl I. In,' to the idiom til
nmre appropriate - nothing
111. more
bu.F:iia.,e i., progrt
i'.'
wi.ithy of a. tiuly prosperous a peo;:. ::
" li tt a. In r and royal
ple as ever cxistt d in all historv.
l"i;.!lwill r. .11 tin ab.oa.l as tutor

ie lining.
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MEN AND WOMEN.
Willi .'ii D'lirleti.
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bis retnini.,c t,ci s.
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Hidden of the
College induced the

in large- numbers
"! !'is
the
ct tor seed purposes only tne
(laere.
y
in writing
1,, rnuis
nio-- i
r:e.
and to adopt
Tile Widow of .1. !!.! s. .ti Davis
''i- lit :.of preparing tin-on the s. vea'li floor ot a
New
.!a.itiiig and tillage after'''.:.-Vi.rk hotel, a white haired woman ward, he is credit, d with having adwi'h keen eyes, tense manner and a' ded p., i.i. 00, nun bushels to Iowa's last
soft voice.
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T h e CITIZEN JOB

Progrmm
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It

ri.ntmg

a minute. Cholera
dysentery, diarrhoea come
suddenly. Only safe plan Is' to have
Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild Strawberry always on hand.
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t
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Pon't delay
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JAQUES MFG. CO.,

Chicago-Ne-

w

3

York-Kan- sas

City.
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PACE EIGHT.

CITIZEN.

FRIDAY,

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
1

L"-- vl

A -

.

BETWEEN

irr,nwn

Tt-M-n

Tirrxa.

-

The Formal Opening
I

of the

New Globe Store
will occur on

Saturday, the sixteenth day of September
nineteen hundred and five.
Our showing will include the latest and nicest in
everything for

Ladies, Gentlemen and Children.
The pleasure of your presence will be

greatly appreciated.

O. L. Rice,

Proprietor.

216 West Railroad Avenue.

Come and hear the Price & Teeple Piano.

.

EPT. 1i,

FRIDAY,

EPT.

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

15, 1905.

AN INJUN'S AN INJUN EVEN WHEN HE HAS MONEY TO BURN

On

AND THE OSAGE INDIANS
CAMPING

GROUNDS.

r

AMUSEMENTS

Evening Citizen Wants!

.

CERTAINLY DO BURN IT UP A FEW WHEN A SQUAW GOES TO THE STORE
SHE WANTS THE BEST STORY OF JOHN, WHO DIED, BUT STILL MOSIES AROUND THE OLD

PACE NINE.

Cent Per Word for Each

tit lor this Uttmn
cUHktli
lb tame careful

T iHMra prepr
P- . Adi ihoitt

reuhre

HAVE YOU EXECUTIVE

InrHon

mid be I the cflkt More J t'cl
itteatkx tkil It iWtt ! trie rgbt t Hh.

ABILITY

FOR SALE.
A fine piano, rea&jnable;
apply at this office.
FOR SALE Two saddle ponies; also
one bpggy horse and buggy. 602

f

Men mith the cswirltT for fttint
t" ni other
re
If you
nt biu iindertakmit
nave uh ahihtr write u
etatini poditioa
of employer
hn r.crd
dired.le and we will tell youTraffic
nd lientr, Main-I""- .
cainl Ortire, Advertising
Huyen. Credit Men, Andilore, Secre4an , Trrm-rrr- ,
year.
.o.o
etc.. nnd will pay from 1.000 to
Many (rood pmminns for men
moucy to invest
with thrirsetrtr. Ctfice tn i eiliea.

FREE

CASINO

CASINO

FOR SALE

South Second street.
FOR SALEr Heating stove, gasoline
stove, refrigerator,
HAPCOODS (Ino.-- , Brain Brokers
book case ana
Ivoul
Pi 7 Chemical Building,
sideboard, Iuquire 709 West Gold
avenue.
WANTED.
FOR SALE Spring wagon, used two
months; will sell cheap. A. B.,
WANTED A seamstress at once. ApJournal office.
ply 613 West Copper.
FOR SALE OR RENT Ranch of 160
WANTED rhree painters, highest
acres;
mhouse, alfalfa, orchwages. C. A. Hudaon.
ard, all Inlgable; will sell all or
part. . Box 46, city.
WANTED Roomers and boarders.
417 West Silver avenue.
FOR SALE Engine. Owing to enlarging our power plant we offer for
WANTED First, and second house
power,
sale one 8x12,
girl. Inquire ill this office.
Buckeye automatic cutWANTED Girl for general houseoff engine, for $250. Can be seen in
work. Apply to 810 Park avenue.
operation at our mill. It is an ex- l
WANTED Ten boys at the Lion . cellent machine. The John Becker
store. Apply tomorrow morning.
company, Belen, N. M.
WANTED A good coo.
lrs. B. L. FOR SALE A
house, all finished In red wood
Washburn, 710 East Railroad ave.
hard oil finish; double
WANTED Twenty-fivsales people f trimmings,
parlors and library; large hall;
at the Lion store. Apply tomorrow
open stairway; closet In every room;
morning.
all modern improvements; hot and
WANTED Experienced dining room
good
well and city
cold water;
girl; no other need apply. Columwater, with stable and
bus hotel.
three lots and fruit and shade trees.
WANTED At once, a competent girl
Price, $3,700. N. Peach & Co., real
general
for
523
Arply
housework.
OiILMAV
COOACU.
estate dealers, 208 Vs West Gold
QAG
Keleher avenue.
avenue.
WANTED Man for chores, in exPawhuska, O. T., Sept. 15. With far as they were concerned, he would
change for board and room. Adproperty worth over $30,000 and an stay dead.
LOST.
dress, M. L., this ofllce.
was
tney
every
it
All
could make out of
need
Income sufficient to meet
WANTED
class girl for gen- LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN
First
A
of
possession
a
spirit
had taken
an Osage Indian's thinking consists that
eral housework. Apply 617 West
mare,
roan
face,
white
strawberry
camp
to
body
come
ways
into
chiefly in devising
and
of spending Jobn's
Copper. Mrs. Robert Putney.
four white feet, mane clipped short,
money. Their clothing is of fine tex- hoodoo them. John protested that he
WANTED Position as expert booklong tall; $20 reward and no questhey
living
genuine,
but
was
John,
sexes
gorgeous
Uoth
the
hue.
ture and
keeper or office man. Address,
asked, if returned to J. W.
tions
way.
They
moccasonly
looked the other
wear blankets, leggings and
McKay, Los Lunas, N. M.
Fiank
234 North Walter streeL
McQuade.
day.
Uncie
to
usually
this
ins. The women add a skirt,
scorned him and do
WANTED Three furnished or unfurresur-tectioberecognized
officially
a
Sam
the
richly headed, that extends
little
nished rooms by couple; no chillow the knee. The girls naturally
and replaced John's name on
dren; must be modern. 410 South
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
rolls,
suffered
for
so
wear the finest garments and display the
he has not
Fifth street.
A
gayest
life.
merchant
the necessaries of
colors.
the
WANTED A molding man, wood
DENTI3T8.
feeds him and cares for his money.
Every Osage family owns a
turner and sash and door man. SuA squaw entered a furniture store
surrey, and a team of horses.
perior
9
company,,
Planing
Mill
OR. J. E. KRAFT.
Many have more horses ' and light and made it known that she desired
South First street.
Dental Surgeon.
spring wagons. When the brave goes to purchase a sewing machine. SevWANTED Parties desiring to rent
Rooms 15 and 16 Grant block, orer
to town In a wagon he occupies the eral of ordinary design were submitrooms to fair visitors will please the Golden Rule
Dry Ooodi Company.
seat. The squaw and children have ted, but she sniffed and turned her
mall full particulars to Bureau of
Both phones. Appointments made by
head. The dealer dragged out one
seats on the floor of the wagon box.
City. No canvassing will mail.
The queerest of these $3U,()0 abor- with an elaborate cabinet top. She
be done.
igines is a warrior of middle age indicated that it was" satisfactory.
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-nanEdmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
not
4
$S0,
did
she
sidewas
but
The price
named John. He sleeps on the
clothing No. 615 South First street, No. 3U6 KatlroRd avenue Oftice hour
way
same
she
selected
nave
know. In the
walk or in doorways. Residents
m. to 12:80 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to i
:S0
a.
south of viaduct. Send address and
found him there winter mornings half a dozen chairs and a clothes
p. m. Telephone 4nX Appointments made
will
Sweeney,
call
J.
R.
proprietor.
In
press.
of
corner
the
a
Then she sat
wrapped In his blanket and covered
by mall.
OWNER NEEDS MONEY $500 will
with snow. What Is worse for John store. For half an hour she was still
$1,000
buy
equity
room
sale,
in
a
a
nine
lost
as
a statue. It looked like
is the fact that the Indians will have
LAWYER8.
frame house, in the Highlands, lot
but the dealer hoped for the best.
nothing to do with him.
10n.142, east front; shade and fruit
It seems that when John was 14 Finally a brave came poking along the
Bernard 8. Rodey.
trees, barn and chicken house. Best
years old he died. That is, he was .street looking in all the s'ore windows.
Albuquerque,
street in town; incumbrance $3,000. N.ATTORNEY-AT-LAdead as far as anybody in the tribe He saw the squaw and enteted. She
M.
Prompt
attention riven to all
Address P. O. B. 114, city.
could tell and they counted some wise showed him the purchases. He asked have done well never to have given up
buMneaa pertaining to the profession
men in their number. So, John being the price and was told $140. Without their tepees. They live out of doors
Will practice In ail courts of the terri
tory and before the United States lard
WANTED.
dead, and the Osa.ce custom not re-- 1 a word he dragged a huge roll of bills in summer, but in winter they sleep
re
omce.
a
or
a
room.
As
more
In
a
dozen
off
peeled
J140.'
quiring delay they carried him ut nnd from his pocket and
When visitors come from othensult many have contracted consump
buried him. In those days a dead
Fair week is coming. We want all
Ira M. Bond.
Osage was held upright in a field trrbes thev are given extravagant lien. The only use they make of the kinds of help positions paying good
ATTORNEY-AT-LAM V street. N.
long
summer
during
months
visiting
bouses
the
give
presents.
Squaws
the
somewhere and stones piled around,
salary.
W., WashlnKtun,
Pensions, lands,
fomlng a kind of chimney. For sani- ladles bolts of cloth. Then men give' is as storage places for their saddles
Two waiters, 2 good cooks, 1 worn, patents, copyrights,JJ. o.
cavlats, letter pat
tary reasons the government after- their warrior guests ponies. These, and other property, or as living quar an for general housework, 2 chamber- ents, trade marks, claims.
enough
common
(era
is
It
for
tenants.
at
smoke
ungilts
a
usually
made
a.e
maids, 3 men to take care of horses,
wards required that they be placed
der ground. John was burled In the dance. If an Osage hands a pipe to to see a white tenant family living logmen, teamsters, swampers, labor
R. W. D. Bryan.
in
Indi
the
comfortable
house
a
and
is
a
latter
indicates
It
that the
visitor
ATTORNKY-AT-LArs, etc., for camp work; first-clas- s
regular way and his friends returned
Albuquerque,
an
camping
yard.
pony.
owners
in
the
a
presented
with
going
to
be
'K. M. Office, Firs, national Bank build-'lug- .
blacksmith, bridgemen, bridge
home. That evening, while they were
in
men
are
women
Both
hought
the
the
Yellow
A
and
Horse
chief named
lamenting his departure, John walked
bridge helpers, 1 first-clas- s
into camp. He had only been In a a ?50l team In May and one for $170 veterato. poker players. Stakes .rule planer, 1 good yard man for iumier
high,
lung
developed
practice
Preshas
and
ago.
now
Is
Firat-c'asafoot.
E. W. Dobson.
a
re
lie
man o take "are
s
month
camp.
trance, and when consciousness
Office
Cromturned he brok down the chimney ents. An Indian, a few days ago, a number of real experts in )e tribe of stock In dry goods store; boy to ATTORNEY-AT-LAand hied for the tepee. He was not bought a horse for $45, saying it was They are also fond of pony races. run errands and learn dry goods busi- well block, Albu jerque, N. M.
welcomed. Instead, thev Informed him to be given to one of a visiting band They do not care much for hupjing. ness. Better positions on record now
John H. Stlngle.
White men say the Indians would Too much work.
than ever offered before.
that he was officially deal, and, so
ATTORNEY-AT-LABulte 1, N. T
We are agents for Camp Blrnle re- Arm Jo building, Albuquerque.
N. M.
sort. Call for information,
THE SOUTHWESTERN EMPLOYARCHITECTS.
MENT AGENCY
Phone 195 Red Upstairs
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
110 South Second Street
ford, rooms
Harnett building
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.

f.

ORCHESTRA CONCERT
EVERY EVENING FROM 6:00 TO J0:30

CASINO

CASINO

vv -

two-stor-

ten-roo-
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0
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Don't forget to attend the grand

501-50-

AT BARELAS GROVE

Sunday, Sept. 1 7, '05
The Italian band will play, and there will be a fine orchestra for
dancing, beginning at 4 o'clock and continuing all day and night.
All kind nf refreshment
nm.,. rrl
uilll h am-- l
ih
works from 8 to 9 p. m. Street cars will take you within a block of
the picnic grounds.
i iiSI

0.

"
0
0

d

j

picnic of the

C. COLOMBO BENEVOLENT SOCIETY

n

two-seate- d

annual

CxKT

THE KNIGHTS

"I

t0
o

'

ACQUAINTED
OF THE

0

MIDNIGHT SUN

WILL DANCE ALL NIGHT

J

Grand Carnival Mask Ball
ELKS HALL
WOODMKN

SATURDAY,

OKCIIKSTRA

i

SEPT.

23, '05

ADMISSION $1.0O

J

LOVE

s,

THUIVKS IX COMFORT

J

I

GAS RANGE
See the Gas Man -- Fourth and Gold Avenue

NOT MUCH DRUDGERY FOR WOMEN

WHO ARE WINNING THE WEST
RARELY ANY BUT FOREIGNLEAVE THE TOIL TO MASCULINE

ON

THE WOMAN FARMER IS MOSTLY A CREATION OF THE IMAGINATI
ERS WORK IN THE FIELDS WOMEN OWNERS OF BIG FARMS
CONVENIENCES MULTIPLYING IN KANSAS.
HANDS

are rarely seen about their homes, and
They
no pictures adorn the walls.
do the work of the fields with as much
1n romance.
She has been described skill as the men, and their faces and
as owning and operating large agri- hands are fully as brown. It Is no
cultural enterprises, laboring In the uncommon sight at this season of the
Topeka, Kan., Sept.

The

15.

Kan-

sas woman farmer has figured largely

4

THE WOMAN WHO GRAPPLE D WITH A FARM PROBLEM.
g
Mrs. Anna Knapp is a typical wes tern Kansas woman, widow of a news-she decided to move to western
paper man of Manhattan. Last sprin
tract i n Logan county that had not been
Kansas.' She found an
homesteaded, and filed on It. The ca r that moved her furniture to the
The above photo or ner
homestead also carried material for a cottage.
place was made exactly three weeks a fter work on her new home was
started. She Is aided in her work or making a living on the tract by her
two young sons.

ivlL

V

-

I

e

--

v.,.'

V V

u'iwrrT'--

field like a man, directing laborers
with a skillful hand, ami, of couise,
getting rich.
These stories, for the most part, are
exaggeratixl. There are women. There
are women in Kansas who have come
- into possession
of large farms through
inheritance
or otherwise, but they
usually rent or manage them just as
one would expect a woman to do.
In two months atnfuig the farmers of
Kansas I have failed to find any
women who are notable successes as
farmers.
The woman on Kansas farms is
no different from her sisters on the
farms of other states, except in the
foreign countries. Slie has the same
love of hunii and its adornment of
flowers, picttiits and of artistic apparel, ami has the same spin re of
labor.
Anotiier delusion , the
harvest-fielIt
story.
conies
up regularly as wheat ripen.-;- .
This
fair maiden sacritiees her comfort tu
vave her fa'he.'s grain. Sometimes
she Is said to lie giving sweet kisses
as bonuses to the brave men who conn-tthe rescue of the gobleti grain.
The Kansas wheat tanner can ami
does get plenty of aarvist nu n without such methods.
It Is true that the women do a great
deal of labor in the field in the foreign colonies. Among the Russians
This is especially
true.
Russian
women and their mothers havr been
engaged in rearing large families and
doing diudgery for so many centuries
that they have lost, to a great extent, the appreciation of the esthetic.
Their dress Is the plainest. Flowers
i.--

pretty-girl-in-th-

.:

...

..

'

"at

year to see a Russian woman hauling
big loads of wheat to market, often
wi'h a baby on her lap, and apparently unaffected by the sun or dust.
In the pioneer homes of western
Kansas women are obliged to endure
many discomforts.
Imagine a level
plain stretching away for miles; a
carpet of buffalo grass, l.rown except
in early summer, covering the ground,
save where a field of grain marks
the advancement of the settler. There
are no trees to protect from wfntry
blasts or summer's suns. Here and
tiiere a:e little cottages, sometimes
miles apart. This is typical of many
districts in the ''shortgrass' country.
But these women are not disheartened. They know that a few years
of effort will bing prosperity, and

modern comforts.
They are living
tor the future. Schools and churches
are reasonably convenient usually,
and the telephone is finding its way
into most districts.
In a few years
the pioneer days of western Kansas
will be history, and her brave hearteil
women will have their reward.
One of the curioHs conditions existing in Kansas is that a woman may
htdil office, but cannot vote for
f.
except as a member of a school
board. There are no legal restrictions
to prevent the slate having a woman
governor. Women superintendents ot
school are common, anil seven counties have women registers of deeds.
Some of these are now seiving their
second terms and are very popular
officials.

Fellows' Grand Lodge Meeting,
Philadelphia, Sept.
1"( r this
occasion the Santa Fe wUI
sell t'ekets to Philadelphia and return
t a late of $f,o.(i3. Dates of sale
l
e.13, 14 and 15, good to return
leaving Philadelphia September 27.
Tickets may be extended to October 5,
by depositing same at destination and
on payment of $1 on. For particulars
call on any a'ent of the Santa Fe. II.
S. l.l'TZ, Agent, AILuoueiue, N. M.

$25.00

Odd

16-2-

Sep-ttm-

No Unpleasant Effects.
If you ever took De Witt's

Little
Early Risers for biliousness or constipation you know what pill pleasure Is.
These famous little pills cleanse the
iiver and rid the system of all blie
without producing unpleasant effects.
Sold by all druggists.

46-4-

MoneyPianos,toOrgans,Loan
Furniture,
Horses,

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and ao high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
One
ind strictly private.
Time:
month to one year given. Goods reyour
possession. Our rates
main in
are reasonable. Call and see us beborrowing.
fore
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grunt Bids.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
RENT.
FOR RENT Two largn store rooms,
centrally located. Inquire 312 West
Lead avenue.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
hoard. Mrs. Lizzie Westerfeld, 511
South Broadway.
Hrlck house, 705 West
FOR RENT
TIJeras. Apply to Mrs. Coleman,
422 West Tijeraa.
FOR RENT A suite of three rooms.
very deslreable for party of young
men. 713 West Copper.
FOR RENT Most desirable rooms
in city, single or ensulte, with table
board. 713 West Copper.
FOIt RENT Apartments
in Park
eight rooms each;
View terrace,
modern equipment throughout.
H.
H. Tilton, room 19, Grant block.
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
fiont rooms for gentlemen; also
three rooms furnished for light
housekeeping.
Mrs. Williams, 311
West Silver avenue.
FOR RENT Two pleasant rooms for
light housekeeping,
with electric
lights. Inquire of Mrs. H. E. Rutherford, corner Broadway & Iron,
same block Congregational church.
FOR RENT rrom one to five nicely
furnished rooms for light housekeeping; also ranch of ten or thirty
acres, with four-roohouse, furnished or unfurnished. Apply Mr.
E. K. Nor: Is, 624 John street.
FOR RENT Seven large furnished
rooms with bath upstairs, dining
room .kitchen, bedroom downstairs;
two story brick building two blocks
from Santa Fe shops; good hotel to
right parties.
Inquire r,23 South

hei-sel-

SECOND CLASS

$25.00

Colonist Rates to California.
Commencing September 15 and dai-- !
ly thereafter until October 31 the San-t- a
re wil. sell tickets to all points in
California at a rate of $jr.00, one way
only.
Stop overs allowed. Call on
any ngent of the Santa Fe. H. S.
LUTZ, Agent, Albuquerque, N. M.
Con.
ly therea.
ta Ke will

tes to the Northwest.

.ig September 15 and dai-

until October 31, the Sant sell
tickets to Billings,

llutte, Helena and Missoula at rate of
Spokane and Wa la Walla,
$'!). 4j; I'ortland, Seattle and Tacoma,
$:!8.'J5.
For particulars call on any
agent of the Santa Fe. H. S. LUTZ,
agent, Albuquerque, N. M.

First street.

KILLthe COUCH

anoCURE the LUNGS
WITH

Dr. King's

New Discovery
FOR

rONSUMPTION
0UGHS and
OLDS

Pries

Ml.

60c
00
Free Trial.

Unrest and Uuitktst Cure fur all
THROAT and LUNG TEOUB-LE- S,
orMCNEl SACK.

CIVIL

I

on

FOR

V

BUY HER A

ENGINEERS.

The Happy Housewife

D. F. MACROLLING.

Who takes pride In her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be bad by the-usof
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful, and her
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
and light.

Civil engineering, surveying and
drafting.
503 South Third street.
CONTRACTOR

& BUILDER.

A. L. Morgan.

THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
BUI I. DEH Estimates cheerfully
furnished; Job work snllcted. Automatic
'phon 7'.M; shop Bit North Second street,
AND

Albuquerque,

N. M.

M. BERGER

PHYSICIANS.

114
C. H. Conner, M. D

D. O.

Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
President New Mexico Board of Osteopathy.
AH
successfully
diseases
building
Offlice
Heated.
Barnett
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both telephones. Sunday by appointment.

Room

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Dr. J. E. Bronson.
Homeopatblo Physician.
Whiting"

17.

West Copper Avenue.

"EMPRESS."!

Block.

VETERINARY.

Wholesale Grocers

Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. 8.
surgeon and dentist
Veterinary
Horses, cattle and dogs treated by
the latest, up to date, approved, sci
entific methods. Office at Trimbles
stables.
Old phone, 3; auto., 122.
-

Wool, Hide and Pelt Deal ers

CLAIRVOYANT.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Alice Cobum Hay ward, clairvoyant and business medium, 120
South Arno street Office hours: 10
to S dally. Evenings and Sundays by
appointment.
Mrs.

'

FALL TERM.
Albuquerque Business College Opens
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Uookkeeping and Penmanship, Shortband, Typewriting,
English, Spanish and Mechanical Draw-

0

ing.
DAY AND

EVENING 8ESSION.
For particulars call or address
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
R. O. STOLL, Secretary.
Library building, East Kailroad
ROSA FUTRELLE

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

A

GIDEON,

The

ASSAYERS.

COMING

September IS to
'al Fair.
Ttr
r
use.

EVEN1S
23

Twenty-fift-

at

the

PR OPOSITION
Your land, worth 12 an acre, is, by
the use of one of our Irrigation plants,
made worth flOO per acre. Write us
for catalogue No. 9. on "Irrigation and
l'umplng Machinery," and tell about
your requirements. We can help you.

Teacher of Piano.
Commercial Club building, Albuquerque, after September 24.
CORBET & COLLINS,
Civil and Mining Engineers.
United
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.
East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.

ooi

jS

1621-163-

Hendne
9

&

Bollhoff Mfg. and Supply Co.

Seventeenth Street.

Furniture
Bargains.

'

DENVER,

COLORADO

We are now open for business, with
new and secondhand line of furniture, at 114 South Fourth street. In
a

the Gleckler building.
IRVAN

&

HAYGOOD.
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ALBUQUERQUE EVENING

PACE TEN.
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cruel In

his

FRIDAY, 8EPT.

'l

joming to this city
so he says. If any one wants
any ailment of the Stomach, Llvsr,
a boy, and will give him a home and Of
Bowela or Kldneya very quickly If
pay him small wanes, this Is an
you'll only resort to the Bitters at the
Again,
cellent chance. See . H. Hotelling, op- first symptom.
Thousands have found
posite The Citizen.
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
this true dining the past fifty years.
Conductor .Terry Qulnn, one of the
Fair tonight and
Weather:
oldest and most popular conductors
HOSTETTER'S
on the New Mexico division of the
Santa Fe, resiling In this city, will
STOMACH
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
BITTERS
leave tonight for an extended trip to
Chicago
Ms old home In Spring-- ' should
and
have
therefore
a permanent
No. 1, from the cast, 7:30 p. m.
field 111. Air tjuinn has property In- place In every home because
it is abNo. 7, from tho east, 10:30 p. m.
Chicago that ho will lo6
terests
In
solutely safe and can be relied oft in
No. 8, from the west, 6:45 p. m.
away.
Mrs. Quinn will cases
after
while
of
Indigestion, Dyspepsia,
No. 2, fiom the west, 7:55 a. m.
leave In a few days for Springriold to Cramps, Costlveness, Heartburn
or
join
him.
Female Ills.
Oysters Are Here.
ICastern
"Albuquerque
Tho
The watermelon's almost went;
Colonel and Mrs. W. S. Hopewell
is the name of a largo two
Ain't that an awful shame?
story
brick building which is Just be- and two sons, arrived In the city this
Hut after all, I don't care much,
ing completed by Mrs. lirault at the morning from Hillslioro, Sierra counThe
corner of Kroadway and Marquette ty, and will reside here in the future.
oyster's
Scores of Beautiful Patterns
avenue. Two large store rooms occu- For the time being they will occupy
came.
py the first floor, with warehouse or rooms until Mr. Hopewell gets posMr. and Mrs. I,. N. Rarnes, of So- basement under each.
The second session of his recent purchase In this
Many Splendid New Styles
corro, are spending a few days In the story Is divided into a dozen or more city, afier which they will go to houserlty on a visit to friends.
commodious living rooms, with all keeping. The boys will be placed in
the public school.
A. L. Cassiday, representing D. C. modern conveniences.
For weeks past we have been receiving daily shipments
lleger, shirt tailor, San Francisco, Is
Social dance at Colombo hall Satur-urda- y
of handsome fall weight stilts, till our store by now, Is
in the city today, talking orders.
night. Gentlemen 50 cents;
fairly filled to overflowing x The stock is complete; it
Mrs. J. N. Warner and daughter
free.
contains every style now manufactured and hundreds of
have returned from an extended visit
new patterns x Every individual suit is tailored and finto relatives in Indiana and Ohio.
POULTRY-CHICKENS,
DRESSED
FRESH
Governor Otero has apjiolnted the
ished in the best possible manner, every suit material
SPRINGS, DUCKS AND
August TURKEYS.
following notary public:
is guaranteed to give satisfaction x
George Seis, Islet a, Bernalillo counTHE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
We urge you to stop In and look over the new stocks
ty.
"Good Things to Eat."
to see the new style show x
FOR
DECORATION
DURING
Z. C. Farmer,
An- representing
Social dance at Colombo hall Satur-urda- y
FAIR WEEK
iieusei-.Bu.scllrewing Association ol
night. Gentlemen 50 cents; laSt. Louis, Is here, being introduced
dies
free.
OFFICIAL COLORS
ON
around by Charles W, King, the local,
RANGE FROM
agent.
Mrs. W. J. Gepford, wife of the
of the local rigarmaker's union,
returned la.st night from an oj.tend- Oil vluit tn ltT a t a m n ynn oml rtllinr rtrtit.lal
in Michigan.
Try our home made
SIMON STERN
per yard, by the bolt only
J. T. Coleman, clock inspector of
cooked
home y
veal loaf,
A I I n n A n
a w r Ki i i r
n u ic d
c
u
d
the Santa Ke, with headquarters at
at
sausage,
made tomato
Topeka, arrived In the city If st night
home made cooked corn
from the east and attended to duties 4 beef,
cooked tongues,
connected with his department hero
6RUNSFELD BROS.
smoked briskets, young
today.
spring turkey, spring
The public is cordially Invited to
ducks, belgian
FROG LEGS, SHRIMPS, "SEAL- attend the gospel meetings on Railroad avenue and Broadway. The InterSHIPT" OYSTERS, (the oyster
est In the meetings is increasing. The
with a flavor), "K. C." STEAKS,
subject for tonight is, "The Sacrifices i AND ROASTS, SWEETBREADS,
of tiie Son of God.'"
BRAINS,
CALIFORNIA
LIMA
BEANS,
SWEET PEAS AND
Dr. W. D. Radclift, of Helen, passed
ALL KINDS ft
CAULIFLOWER.
thiough the city this morning en route
to Willard, where he and Dr. Kaufman ft OF FRUIT AND NATIVE VEG- - ft
ft
are conducting a hospital on the Santa 'i ETABLES.
.
Fe
Dr. Radcliff expects to re
turn to Helen tomorrow.
'
K. Maharan, located at Fourteenth
return-!
avenue,
and Railroad
has Just
ed from the east with an extra fine
goods.
of
line
ii
His business .now ne-- i
an addition which is being! You can get at K. Maha; am's. West
Ave.,
made to the rear of his store.
corner of Fourteenth, a
Railroad
stylish, up to date ladies' or misses'
O.- H. Scott, a former Albuquerque
Call
contractor, who has been living on hat for J2. worth $1. $5, $i! and $7;
Goods
a farm near Alameda for some time also a ladies' suit of silk mohair or
Sampl9
in
Rooms
Hi),
worth $20, $25
past' has moved back to the city and broadcloth, for $10.
lias purchased the Gentry property and $30. Come and convince
on North Fourth street. The property
consists of three acres.
MILLINERY.
Harry MeCue, for many years a resThe Misses Gilberts, havina
ident of this city, and known as a
the business of the Winter.
base ball player in those days, was
here last night between trains, com-- ! Millinery company, will have on dising from the north. He continued on play Saturday, September 16, a nice
west on No. 7 last night, for Hakers- - line of pattern and up to dte street
field, Cal., where his parents now re-- ; hats. The Gilbert Millinery Company.
Hose,
side.
REMOVAL NOTipE.
Belt'ing,
Boilers,
The recital at Guild hall last even-- !
ing under the auspices of St. John's
Supplies. Write for Prices
Gelid, c f the Episcopal church, was
largely attended.
The musical pro
gram was excellently rendered and all
who attended had a very enjoyable
time. After the recitai refreshments ..I have moved my pawnbrokerage
establishment, stock of watches, jew-were serevd.
Hon. C. T. Hrown, one of Socorro's elry and unredeemed pawns, from 105
most popular citizens, is here today South Second street, to 114 West'
or. business.
He says the Gem city Railroad avenue, and am open for
H. YANOW.
South First Street
3
North First Shvft
v ill be largely represented at the fair business.
here next week. Albuquerque can al
Whitewash your chicken house with
ways depend on Socorro anil all other Hahn's Kureka white lime.
towns south of the metropolis to send
Ug crowds to the annual fairs.
EVERYBODY DECORATE
When the improvements that are
now being made on the Whiting block!
i i V 4 i, V S i f f
riOCOCCOCOOCOOCOOOOOCOOOOO
are comp.eted, the local offices of tse 4
BUNTING.
HAS A GREAT REPUTATION.
CARNIVAL
COL- Western I'nlon Telegraph ronipatiy 4 ORS.
3 CENTS PER YARD, BY
will be enlarged and refurnished.
It 4
THE BOLT ONLY. SEE GRUNS- The Clarkville coal we sell prin- is also saiil that several additional in- FELD BROS.
cipally, like the Father of His Counstruinents will be installed, which will
9.
try, has a reputation second to none,
9 f 9 9. 9
necessarily mean the employment of 9
Dealers In
and you know, if you've tried it, that
one or two new operators.
Preserve your lawn. Kill the worms
ever
Its
burned.
it's the best
freedom
The New Mexican says: Professor with Halm's Eureka lime.
Groceries,
from impurities, its f ee burning qualHiram Hadley, superintendent of pub-- j
to
weight
our
as
ities and
fairness
and
Free concert at the Casino tonight.
Grain
lie instruction, left over the Santa Ke
.delivery, entitle us to your patronage.
last night for I. as Cruces, where ho
2,000
guarantee
we
pounds
Kemeiubcr
will attend to private business con- absolutely in every ton leaving our
cerning his ranches In that vicinity. ; - -m
m m m
aw
yard.
We also handle all kinds of
IMPORTED GOODS A SPECIALTY
Willie there he will also visit the
mill wood, mountain wood and kindNew Mexico Co lege of Agriculture I The only Short Order Lunch
ling.
Uoth
Phones.
Call at G21 West Tijeras Road.
Room in the City. Fine Colfee F"
and Mechanic Arts at Mesllla Fark,
in which he formerly held the chair
a specialty.
Auto, 'phone, 109. Old 'phone, 276.
B
S. Second St.
2
English.

FiLb

tote Is

The watchword: "Nothing lint tin- - beat materials in our shoos," will
always govern the running of our business. Hut this Is not all. We
pay Just as much attention to the style and flnisli of every pair of
shoes as we do to tlieir quality. Furthermore, we are hacking up this
statement of your money refunded If a pair of shoes fails to give satisfaction.

Our
'

tion.

n w fall

and winter styles

7

a e
.

.

ready for your InspecS

f

S

X.'n J

rjni

$1.35 to $4.00
Women's Shoes
Women's Strap Sandals. .$1.25 to $2.75

PRICES

t

cooocoooooceoo
THE
BEHIND
WOMAN

THE POCKETBOOK.
To be
sure, she wants the host grocery staples and table luxuries, but she wants
no overcharging for that "best." We're
not a hit afraid of her, for the simple reason that ourpMces can't be
beaten for the same quality. As a
matter of convenience, we will call for
and deliver orders at regular stated
intervals, or In a hurry If you use the
'phone.
Is the customer we appeal to.

r. TROTTER
ccoooooocoooo
F.

No8. 118 and 120, South Second St.
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Finish oft Fall

i

ALBUQUERQUE

LUMBER
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and Examine the Beautiful
Displayed
Our

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE
Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings,

CO,

imi iptt J'"V

j

dut-chase- d

Packing, Engines,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch

j

mmI

miMm

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING

j

First Street and Marquette

'J

t

PLUMBING

cut-off-

-

House Cleaning

ri

hares,!

i

with a coat of Heath & Milligan'8
paint over your wood work where
needed. You wl',1 find It most satisfactory. Inasmuch as It will make
clean things look cleaner, and,
what la more, make them stay so.
Wo also have a large stock of lumber, sash and doors, glass, cement,
and Rex Flint Kote Roofing.

V'

SUITS

$16? to $30

Felt Shoes and Slippers. .60c to $1.50
Shoes for Boys and Girls $1.00 to $2.50

rSJN- -

THIN G

lilt

BUNTING

$1.50 to $4.00

Mens" Shoes

Magnificently Complete

Stocks of Ready to Wear

XI 14 WEST RAIlCCaDAYE.y1C

Eonest

1905.

YOU'LL BE CURED

lad

PERSONAL

?
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CITIZEN.

ltft Wyoming,
t "better

treatment, so the
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Steam Pumps,

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

1

WHITNEY COMPANY
J13-JJ5--

401-40-
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Don't det Cold beet, Keep Warm
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We have Inst received thn Inrppat mimOi '..r
Albuquerque. Pillows, Blankets, Comforts, Sheets and slips.
of "Acorn" Heating Stoves and iang.es.

in

A

large stock

When bought right are a good Investment. Our prices are RIGHT.
VTe Invite vnn fn rail ornt evnmlna
e are offering; also

DIAMONDS
the beautiful diamond goods

w

Watches, Jewelry, Silverware, Etc.
LEADING

Charles Gray, a bright lad of about
in years oi age, arrivea in tue cuy
last night and Is anxious to obtain
work where he can also have a home.
He claims to be an orphan, his father
and mother dying some time ago, and
since which time he has worked on a
ranch in Wyoming. The man he
worked for failed to pay him for his
you wear slippers?

E

Mail orders receive special attention.

1

1

We have just received the best line of medium priced
working and business pants in America

if

STUDEBAKERS'
TEAD THE WORLD. More Studebaker
Wagons used today than any other (3)

Tiresome, Isn't
chopping
'A

SI

3OQ

3.50 S4.OO

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
122 South Second Street

119 West Gold Avenue

bowl

Food Chopper

better

with

but little

yilbuquerqut.

1

.

tar V.

!2i

S5--

C

c

"CTEP IN" while shopping and look over
our line of choppers and other useful
articles around the house. Bargains for all
at reduced prices. Refrigerators, Ice Cream
Freezers, Water Coolers, Stoves and Ranges,
Garden Hose and Sprinklers.

-- v

and

hhnr

do

it

The

Gem chops all kinds cf food In
coarse, medium or fine pieces, as desired. Useful in the preparation of substantials and
desserts. You need it in your kitchen every day.
E.
TOST SSL CO.,

J.

-

1

tt

it, to get down the
and knife and prepare
1

CVAtV.
r-

l
rrvmlUin.
i
But the tiresome method is out of date.

Gem

$2-7- 5

F.1'2

three makes combined. Best obtainable
wood stock used in constructing the "Studebaker" and is seasoned from three to five
years before using. Write us for prices on
all kinds of vehicles.

- Jt

S.5Q

HARDWARE

FEW LEADERS IN OUR LIME

A

10c for a button, $1.00 for a rip or a new pair

Ask For Dutchess Trousers

OOCOOCXXXX)COCOOCOCOOOOO

WIIOLESALli AND

Chop I Chop! ChojJJ

THE GUARANTEE

5

John S. Beavcn

B. J. POST & CO,
R 10TAI

A Iv DWARF;

excellent line of men's Opera Slippers In black or tan, kid lined, at $1.6u.
three-straSandals,
One, two and
vici kid or patent colt, for ladies, range
from $1.25 to $2.75. Our
felt "Juliets," red, green or black, are
the celebrated Alfred IJolge make, and
cost $1.25 and $1.50. C. May's shoe
store, 314 West Itallroad avenue.

THE HOME OF THE DUTCHESS

1-7-

a6sfM

We have an

Hi

Flour, Hay,
and the Best
of Meats

j

p

JtAlLKOAI) AVE.

6

Mf MM

1

Io

EVERITT
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of

installments

O. W. STRONG'S SONS

r

j'lr

MECHANICS' AND CARPENTERS'
TOOLS A SPECIALTY
PROMPT DKLIVKitV ON KYKKY PUKCMASK

2J5 W. Railroad Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,

-

NEW MEXICO

